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ALBÜQUEEQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
THIRTIETH YEAR,

NEW MEXICO, MONDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE,

By Mall M

1908.

SHALL HUBBELL DOMINATION BE RESTORED?

THIS IS THE ONLY ISSUE IN TODAY'S PRIMARIES

r"IT

D7 riFIFIXirri
OIL

Dobson's effort in an extra edition of tne Citizen to becloud the real issue in the republican primaries today by the assertion that the independent
jcans had not complied with the resolution of the central committee that the name of W. H. Andrews for delegate to congress appear in the ticket is a deliberate effort to deceive the people. Mr. Dobson well knows that the commission was informed at the time it adopted this resolution that tickets had been printed and taken out to some of the country precincts before this resolution was passed; but that the independent republicans would have new tickets printed carrying the name of W. H. Andrews and sent out to the precincts and the tickets already taken out would be
called in and destroyed. This has been done. Mr. Dobson must have known that it had been done and his effort to becloud the issue by a
harangue is the clearest and plainest evidence of the desperate effort to conceal the real issue in the primaries, mislead the people and again force Hubbell rule and domination in this county. The one, sole and only issue in the primary eleciton today is Hubbell. Mr. Dobson
was appointed a member of the commission at the sole instance and request of Frank A. Hubbell, is Hubbell's personal representative on the commission, has taken every action he has taken as a member of the commission at the direction and order of Hubbell and bears the same relation to Hubbell now that he has borne for years. Mr. Dobson's evident assumption that a defense of Hubbell by him would be taken seriously by
the people is as ludicrous as is his second evident assumption that he would be able to protect Hubbell ami becloud the real issue in this primary. The republicans know and they will tell by their ballots that no other
issue is at stake in this primary except Hubbell. Every ticket used by the independent republicans in this county today will bear the name of William H. Andrews. The delegation which will ao to Santa Fe will go instructed for Andrews. The effort to make the people believe there is any other issue than Hubbell has fallen flat. The republicans of this county will rise up today to administer to Hubbell and the Hubbell ring the last
stinging rebuke which their long period of mismanagement of party affairs and misrule of county government have so richly merited.
Mr- -

long-drawn-o-

the primaries.
Go early.
Vote early.
See that your friends vote early.
Vote for decent government in this county.
Vote against the return of Frank A. Hubbell and his ring
to control of your party and your county affairs.
The republican party is the dominant party in this county.
Managed by Hubbell it is managed for Hubbell and his ring.
Allow Hubbell to control the primaries today and you allow a
return of ring rule a bankrupt county, closed schools, HIGH
TAXES and everything disreputable in politics and county govGo to

Against Hubbell

treasury has a balance of close to $80,000.

j

decreasing.

you have a return of Hubbell?
It is your duty as a citizen, a tax payer and a loyal republican to defeat the plan to return Hubbell to power in your
i

Vote early.

See that your friends vote early.
See that they all vote.

ll

Every county bill is paid, dollar for dollar, when due. Your
Your tax rate is rapschools are the best in New Mexico.
idly

primaries.

Go early.

There will be other tickets at the
polls todav. The Hubbell ticket
may and doubtless will, carry the
names of some g
rltlxen. Hub-hewill endeavor to give to hla
delegation as much of respectability as possible. His chief lieutenants may nut be prominent on
the tickets for Hubbell knows full
well how strong is the sentiment
of the peonle of this county
against him and against anything
that savors of Hubbelllsm. Hut
if you will analyze these tickets
you will find that Hubbell men
are In sufficient number to absolutely control each and every
delegation.
IF YOU ARE

When you drove Hubbell from power you found the county
treasury empty, your county's bills unpaid, your school houses
closed and gone to ruin and the money you paid as taxes to
educate the children diverted to maintain a corrupt political:
Now your

Go to the

Against Hubbell

these two tickets are

AGAINST HUBBELL
First, last and all the time.

ernment.

ring.

THE DELEGATES
on

ut

Will

the issue in this primary election.
You must decide today whether you want Frank A. Hubbell and his gang for your party bosses and the rulers of your
county government, or whether you will run your party and
Republican Primary your county government yourselves.
Republican Primary
Precinct 26
The city of Albuquerque has two precincts 12 and 26.
Precinct 12
If you live north of Central avenue you vote in precinct 12 and
For Delegate to Congress the polling place is at the police station on North Second street.
For Delegate to Congress
HON. WM. H. ANDREWS If you live south of Central avenue you vote in precinct 26
HON. WM. H. ANDREWS
and
AGAINST HUBBELL
VOTE THIS TICKET IN YOUR POT Delegate to County Convention your polling place is at the corner of Third street and Gold
Pot Delegate to County Convention
PRECINCT TODAY AND
E. S. STOVER
avenue.
11.
F RAYNOLDS
Mia ILFELD
NO
VOTE
OTHER.
A. K WALKER
L. E. FLETCHER
The polls will be open from 4 p. m. to 9 p. m. Get there
D, C. W1SKNRERG
You know the gypn on these tickW. G. HOPS
It. H. BH1GGS
A. W HAY DEN
ets. You know ti'i y may be trust,
early. If you cannot get there early get there late.
W. H. RARNKY
GKOHGR B. KLOOK
ed safely to see 'hat your party
A LA USEN
P
WALTER JAFFA
affairs ,a';; plíp-uihi hands of
But get there.
T. a LAWLER
vt.fkWowsov
" tT m.
honest men.
A. C. LENT
I"). II
ROATR1GHT
F. H. STRONG
The continuation of decent government in this county deELECT THESE DELEGATES
B SPITZ
W 11. GILLEN WATER
TO YOUR COUNTY
.1. W. PALMER
JULIUS STAAB
pends on the vote you cast at the primaries today. If you are
R. H. (RIOKNLEAF
LEON HERTZOG
CONVENTION.
I) s. ROBENWALD
II. H. RAY
ll
against Hubbell vote the
ticket. They are all for
W. W. STRONG
PERFECTO ARMIJO
VOTE EARLY AND SEE THAT
.1.
B. NEWELL
BORRADAILE
Andrews his name is on every ballot. See that you vote for
YOUR FRIENDS VOTE
F. W. CLANCY
ABRAN DIMAfl
KEM
FRANK RALPH
CHARLES
EARLY.
W. U. RALPH
HENRY BRA M LETTS
the delegates pledged first, last and all the time against any
B. S GILBERT
Make It your business to see that
ANGELI
UK TCr.KK)
.ms OLIPHANT
GEO. V. LEA UNA RD
every republican who Is fur decent
return of Hubbell rule.
You know

anti-Hubbe-

.1

i

party and your county government.
Go to the primaries today. Go early and vote for the
delegates to the county convention who you know are pledged,
first last and all the time against Hubbell.

A TYPICAL HUBBELL SHAH

A.

R. STROIM"

SAM MILLAR
J. R. ARMIJO
WM. IfcCLURKEN
PETER SCHECK

government votes today to Mock
the plot to deliver your party organization and your county government back into the liMiids of
Hie Hubbell gang.

.mux CALDWELL

JNO. W. WILSON
O. McGRODON
EDUARDO BLANCO
N

I'.
D,

I.

A.

WOODFORD
PORTKRFIELD

'RY

iio.

JOSHUA s.

Having had important investments in Albuquerque nearly ever since the founding
of the city, naturally take an active interest in everything that affects the welfare and
progress of the place, and for that reason feel that I may with entire propriety take
part in the discussion of the important question to be voted on by the people of this county
next Monday. The settlement of this question cannot fail to have a very great effect upon the interests of the town and county. The reckless and dishonest county government
which obtained here under the Hubbell rule did a great deal of harm, and the restoration
if that ruíe at this time would be one of the worst blights that could fall upon this place;
therefore, trust the people will not let themselves be deceived as to what the pending
proposition means. It ought to be perfectly clear to everyone that the choice of a man
for delegate in congress is not in any way involved in the matter, and the attempt to
make it appear that this is a part of the issue is solely for the purpose of concealing the
real issue, which is simply and solely for the restoration to power of Frank Hubbell.
Hubbell is again trying to dominate this county. 'He is active and his paper and his
He wants to handle the
henchmen are using every effort to kill off good government.
county offices, increase the taxes and squander money, debauch honest manhood and be
again the king of Bernalillo county. His paper claims that the movement against him is
movement; but do not be deceived, this is the same old story and if we
an
fail to vote the
ticket we may again deeply regret our inactivity and
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS.
indifference.
I

iiHer in a fair exam pi ) lae
cal Hubbell Campaign lb'.
uroun I th
Yuii will probubly
thosi' uni-i- by
pulls toduy a hit Ma
the Dully
HubbeH's newspupc
ten, Last night.
muí teeogñUu
it Ih printed o ;
i

hr

iii.-
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Savages Imported as Guard to
Monarch Prove Greater Menace Than Plotting Liberals.
I

By Morning

Wire

Journal Nprrlul

Special
Aug.
Petersburg,
dispatches received here from Tehedescription of
ran, give a tragic-cotnl- c
the position of the shah of Persia,
who I virtually a prisoner In the
hands of wild tribesmen summoned
to
protect the throne
to Teheran
against the revolutionists, but who
have become a greuter menace to the
inonurch than his other foes. The
tribesmen are extravagant In their
for money, which the shah Is
unable to grant and '.hey threaten to
destroy the palace and pillage Teln-ran- .
The S2!.n.onii secured from the
Russian bank recently as u loan on
the crown jewels of Persia, already
have been seised. General LlakftofTi
Cossacks are unable to make any
headway against the tribesmen, who
have refused to permit the shnh to
have the camo at Bade Shukh for
Sttltanabad, where the harem Is now
staving.
Famine s now expected to be Imminent In southern Persia, and this
iromlses to bring about a crisis In political affairs In the autumn.
toA dispatch received from Tl.rl
JAPANESF IS DENIED
In which
tlghtlnr
savo
dav
fierce
that
CITIZENSHIP PAPERS the recently arrived cavalry of the
hah took rwrt and thst the revoluSeattle. Wash., Aug. 9 After nerv- tionist sustained heavy losses In mer
ing three years In the United States and some guns.
army In the Philippines and recelvlng
Buntaro
an honorable discharge,
POLICEMAN BEATEN tO
Kamagol. a Japanese, applied for
law
DEATH BY THIEVES
the
under
citizenship
to
reof the United State and has beenHan-ford
fused hi paper by Judge C, H.
Methuen. Mass.. Aug. 9. Covered
of the federal court here.
with bruise Indicating that they had
been beaten to death In the performTenement Dweller Cremated.
ance
of their duties, the bodies of
persons
Six
9
Aug.
York,
New
were burned to death In a tenement Charle H. Emerson and Frank
member of the Methuen
house fire at 332 East One Hundred
the
and Twelfth street, four children be- police department, were found on two
tween the age of 8 and 12, an In- outskirts of this town today. TheIn an
fant of two month and an aged man officer were ent out last night
who
Other occupants of the tenement were effort to catch petty marauders
from winuows for some time pust ir ve been robbing
Injured by Jumping
chicken yards.
three everely.

The Dally Citizen last night along
with letters by Mr. DotMOD and tirade
against Hon. Joshua S. Reynold,
printed the following:
"In preelnst No- 4. better known as
Panchos de Atrinco, Measen,
and Grunsfeld, by virtue of
their two thirds vote, which they used
arbitrary, appointed B. P. Barcia, as
chairman. Mr. Harela Is well known
us a life long democrat and an ardent
supporter and admirer of the same
e
Hon. 0, A. Larraxolo. democratic
for delegate to congress, from
the county of Shu Miguel."
Here are the facts:
Burelu does not live In Ranchos de
Atrlsi o.
Rnrclu live In Ranchos de Albuquerque.
He Is not an advocate of Ijirrazolo.
but o staunch upporter of Andrews.
He is o county rond supporter for
the first district holding office as n republican.
orne other lies In the
There n
name article, Just like this one.
Diek-inan-

con-dldat-

St.

.

I

anti-Andre-

ANTI-HUBBEL-

L

The publication of the above letter Sunday morning called forth from the Daily Citizen
last night a wild attack upon Mr. Raynolds, containing among other false assertions the
statement that he is a democrat, that he has no right to take part in Bernalillo county affairs and that he is seeking to aid the nomination of Charles A. Speiss for delegate to congress. These statements, to the hundreds of people who know Mr. Raynolds, are ridiculous; yet for the benefit of those who may not know him personally, it is worth while to state
that Mr. Raynolds is openly opposed to the nomination of Charles A. Spiess for delegate to
congress, that he voted for Abraham Lincoln and has never failed to vote the republican
ticket since that time and that he has been for long a resident of this city, and has been, and
is now, one of the heaviest tax payers in the county.
Mr. Raynolds' frank letter and his clear recognition of the issue at stake in the primary today has severely jarrjd the Daily Citizen and the HiTbbell gang and the wild attack
upon him is the clearest evidence that the Daily Citizen and the Hubbell ring know full well
how deep seated is the abhorrence of all good citizens to any return of Hubbell rule in party
affairs or county government.
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A STATEMFNT TO THE PUBLIC

PRISONER OF

WILD TRIBESMEN

CAMPAIGN LIE

TRINIDAD MARTIN

TO

w

L MARK

I

SMITH

WINS

ARIZONA

Grand Duke Nicholas Politely Delegate is Renominated
Majority Over Eugene
Fired From Council In ReO'Neill.
sponse to Legislative Ciiti-cis-

by
B,

m.

I

I

By Morning Journal Hpeelal Imurd

Wire.

By Moraine Journal

Special

Wli-a.- )

Prescott.
8
Arlx.,
Aug.
Mark
Smith wa
for congress
yesterday by the democratic territorial convention by a vote of 175 to 42
for his opponent, Eugene Brady O'Nell
of Maricopa county.
The platform declare
for direct
primary for the nomination of public
officer; endorses the national plut-fordeclares for regulation of the
telephone,
telegraph and
expresa
chargi'S, and pledge
the party ta
work for rretght and pansenger fare.

I

Petersburg, Aug. 9. Emperor
Nicholus today Issued n rescript
thunklng the Grand Duke Nicholas
Nlcholalevltch for his activity as president of the council for national defence and relieving him of that post
In view of the forthcoming revision of
the regulations regarding the council
anil the reorganisation of the war office. The retirement of Grand Duke
Nicholas follows close upon the criticism of grand ducal Intrusion Into affairs of state made in the douma by
M. Guchoff, June 9. In connection with WOMAN VICTIM OF
the discussion of the war department
SERIES OF ASSAULTS
budget The speaker attacked with
special Vehemence Grand Duke Nicholus.
Wire of Kan Diego Car Mini Tlnvc
The retirement
of Grund Duke
Time Attacked by Thug.
Infeir
the
Nicholas speaks volumes
fluence the dotting has acquired over
.Sun Diego, Cal . Aug.
.
Koi
the
the settlement of the highest affairs of
third time within
lxty day. Mrs.
state
Of the four grand dukes, who were Merl Wetmore. wife of a treet car
mentioned In the speech of M. Guch-koq- . mun. was last evening Him victim of
Grnnd Dulte Berg Mlehaelovltch. an asaault, preumubly by the same
Inspector general of artillery, also has
mun at her resident on Stlth street
banded In his resignation, but thus far
and .i te ma avenue. A warrant uu
It has not been accepted.
expected that the withdrawal IsMued lor Duuis Zelbel, but It ha not
It
of the remaining ennd duke "num- yet been erved.
I.a- -i
Nlchola-vltcnight when Mr. Wetmore and
erated by M. Gnchkoff-Pete- r
of engineer and
her buby were alone In the house, a
Constantlnovltch head o' th" mun entered und knocked her uncondeoartment of military schools, will he scious. When he regained her ene
effected gradually In order not to nt-- she found the house waa on fire. She
matched the baby from the bed which
tract excessive attention.
wa burning, und made her way to the
The plan of rofnrm W 'he w
I
nflce wl'l hrlnir the nrmv under more street. Th fire department extindirect control of thp cabinet minis- - guished the flames und an Investigation showed that the room hud been
President RoMed by Had Wentlx
robbed,
Oyster Hay, Aug. ft. Inclement
Mr. Wetmore ntate that ilx year
weather kept the president Indoor at ago, when a girl living with her parb.o-.today, except during the hour ent. Mr. and Mrs i tush, on a farm
Accom- - twenty-on- e
of morning church ervlce.
mile
from Davenport,
panlcd by Mrs. Koosevelt, Quentln, low, her grandfather died, leaving
'Archie and Mrs. Cowle. the president property to her father, but cutting off
attended Chrlt church, lltenlng to a his brother. Subsequently her father'
sermon by llev. John W. Gnmmock of burn was fired by masked men. Her
Glencove, who officiated in the ab uncle and DnuJs He be I and a brother
sence of Rev. Wnnhhurn. The party of th latter, were arreated and tried
rode to and from th church In on for arson, but were acquitted. She
d colare that Louis
automobile.
Helbel aald he
No guet were entertained at ftnga- - would have revenge on her for teatl
r.vlng against them.
more Hill today.
St.

I

Con-stnntl-

1

I

I
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MONDAY, JULY 10,

STILL

DEMOCRATS

'MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

the evening of the contest and

It holds
bout four gallons On Tuesday. August 18. the I di Cup match will be
Shot. This is open to everybody, with
the problem possible.
sny military rifle and any ammuniThe federal court was appealed to
tion, seven shots at 800. 900 and 1000
by the local officials, but it has re.
yards. The Regimental Team match
pilad to the board of supervisors that
MATCH GOES
WORRIED ABOUT
for a trophy valued at $500 will be
there Is no law under which the deset on Monday and Tuesday. It has
portation of Mrs. Ward well to the
leper colony of Molikai can be ef
been won twice by the Sixth Massafected, thus leaving
the territorial
chusetts infantry tenm and If won a
TODAY
government to Its own resources.
FINANCES
third lime the tropny becomes the
(Jovernor Klbbey has wired the
Wedproperty of that organization.
county officials that the territorial su- nesday Is the Merrick match which
peilntendent of health has been orOn
day.
will take up the
entire
dered to Tombstone to Investigate the
Thursday the President's match will be
Discusses Ways cas.- Qeneral Wardwcii's anxiety to CONTESTANTS AT CAMP
Committee
shot. This Is an Individual match and
his wife from deportation may
PERRY BY THE HUNDREDS includes a skirmish run, 200 yards
and Means of Raising Money save
Influence the authorities in deciding
20ft yards rapid fire; 600,
slow fir,-to provide for the isolation of the
to Conduct Adequate Cam- couple
It must
800 and IODO yard stages.
Big
Tiophies
at
of
Some
the
be shot with the Krag or the new
a brother servMrs.
ha"
War.iwdl
paign,
ing a tan-yeWhich New Mexico National Springfield. Ago number of cash and
sent. rue in the Yuma
with this match and
medal prises
penitentiary for murder and Governor
Guard Contingent Will Get a the man making the highest aggregate
IB Muralng J arma! SprUi I uird Wire I Klbbey has beer. pi HtlOfled to grant
score ln this and In the National InWajBAaa means him a pardon under condition that he
Chicago, auk 9
Chance at Tournament,
dividual match receives the title of
of finan, Ing the democratic national take cure of his sister,
ill- - usmi) at length to
military champion
of the t'nlted
uin i .i ikh
In addition to being a leper Mrs.
day a) a mwrtlftg f Chairman Mack WardWell is affected and she is kept
The next two days have been
8. States.
Ohio,
Range.
August
amp
ferry
reof the national cotnmlttM; c.overnor trapped to her bed to p ravafl I
set aside for practice for the Na
the greatest tional matches, which are shot under
oi Monday morning
Haskell Of Oklahoma, curren., of her etiegpe of some days
Charlen N
of the committee; Colonel ago.
treat .r
military shooting tournament ever seen the auspices of the National Hoard
Wetmore oí St. I,,. ills, chulr-maMr Ward well, who is Kt years old, in this country will be inaugurated on for Promotion of Rifle practice and
timet
t
the finance committee, and Is suffering from ii cancer This adds
the patronage of congress. The most
A
few the Ohio stale range. Already hun- important of these Is the National
.Millard P. Dunlap of Illinois, former to the pathos or the case.
of the liallonal committee Mteeka ago Mrs Wnrdwell was a
dreds of contestants are on the ground Team match for teams of twelve, for
!m
Los and during the next ten days they will
No definite decision was reached and
Él the county hospital In
which there will be about fifty entiles
the question Of ruining u fund of suf- Angeles, whenhusband was an be constantly arriving for the National representing the army, navy, marine
ef-- f
an
ficient proportions to maintain
inniat- of the. .soldiers' home near that
corps, military und naval academies,
active three months' campaign win city. In order to thwart an attempt Team Match. The great shooting
Quard Of the several
ii bronchi up for solution at a matt
to separate them and that he might event does not begin until two weeks and the National
The first prize
ing of the various heads of the sub- Care for his wife, thS "Id veteran had from tomorrow. Meanwhile, however, states and territories.
Is
magnificent
trophy
of Mars
the
excitwill
be
place,
an
committee! tomorrow,
of
to
abundance
this
her stealthily removed
there
.wither Governor Haskell nor Coi- - her former home
ing sport to keep tin- contestants and holding the dogs of war In leash, pre
e
ari
fetroore have formed any
The county authorities at once took spectlors interested, for
next sented by congress und contested for
the
It was first won by New
plan for raising a campaign fund, charge of the couple and have b,eu two weeks will be fully occupied by annually,
York in 1903. that state repeating its
although both are confident that the pusxled ever since to find a way to the matches of the National Rifle
Committee will not lack funds to meet care for them
tin- Ohio
National Quard Victory In 1H04 and 190T,. In 1900 it
all legitimate expeneet of u lively
Tb. title of general was won by and the Ohio Stale
Rifls associa was won by the Hulled States Infantry
presidential fight. While the sugges- Wardwell is
raving mania, and sin-I- tion. The Ohio matches will be shot team and In 1907 by tin- United Stales
tion ha.--: l, en made thai a fund of
kept itrapped to her bed ta prevent
firs and will consume Monday. Tues Navy team. 1,1 The winning team rehalf a million dollars would be sought, a recurrence of her escape of some day,
(,Ri,h
The second prize
v0
Thoss)c,VM
Thursday.
Wednesday
and
both Governor Haskell and Colonel days ago.
of the Ohio National Cuard will be in this event Is the famous Henry Hil
Wetmon declared thai no definite sum
op,-only to members 61 that brgana- - ton trophy presented by the late Judge
liad been settled upon.
MKs.U IRDVYELIi CANNOT
but ail of the Ohio Klfle associa Hilton of New York to the National
lation
Aft,-an Informal meeting on the
MOIXMCAl
HE REMOVED TO
1 87 7.
With this
be opci to members of the Rifle association In
will
tion
today
flovernor
proposition
financial
Washington, Aug I Though virtrophy, which has been won many
Quard
as
as
well
of
cihio
National
Haskell said
tually a part of th- - I'tilt-- d Slates. Dnthe ieper colony In Isolated Molokai, can- the association, while many will bc times, goes $200 in cash. The famous
"I have every confidence thai
$100 in cash
committee will obtain all the funds not recruit its death marked popula- Open to all comers The Ohio Nation- Soldier of Marathon and
constitutes the third prize. This tro-- 1
Mr. tion from this country.
n i iied to wage a hard tight for
It s this fact al Quard matches will begin with the
han thai makes it impossible for govern- regimental team match, for tennis of phy was presented by.tlie commander
Bryan, though as yet no plan
been determined upon, i have made ment 0 (floats to comply with the re- twelve, and will be followed by the In chief on behalf of the state of New!
no appeals for money, but hue- ai- quest of the territorial authorities
of company team mutth. the state indi- York and was first shot for In 1875.
000, which came Arbtonn, for the speedy deportation oi vidual rifle match, company pistol When congress created the national
rea.
received
In LiQS, the N. It. A turned
No definite sum has been aged Mrs Wardwell. whom the ter- match and Individual
Unsolicited.
pistol match. trophy
over
Hilton and Soldier of Marthe
fixed for n fund which In our party rible disease has claimed for Its
The matches of the Ohio State Rifle
must be Collected from the plain peo- association to which entrance Is lim- athon trophies for second and third
There are three other cash
Pl
According to Dr. M ii Qeddlnga, ited, are as follows: the Hall Medal prizes.
(olom-Wei more said lie would call assistant surgeon general of the public
In this match and each mem- prisas
match, Bryant Novice match; Sixth
a m- - etlng of th- - llnanrlal committee h,.an .,
bgr of the six winning teams receives
mnr. hospital is service, Infantry Novice match; Second
m nuca to devise ome way to secure) ni. H(.M1,.m,,n,
a medal from the government.
Molokal,
strictly
Experts
match;
Trophy
Novice
Hie monej
In the National
Individual Rifle
There exists
territorial etiterorlse
"This is a democratic year." said neither law nor precedent lo warrant Short Range; Experts BOO yard; Ex- match there arc thlrtv-sl- x
medals be-- j
perts 800 yard; Experts 1000 yard;
Colonel vTetmore, "and the republic the removal of
gold, silver and
ilng
leper from anv slat Lltley Medal;
of
each
twelve
Clement Medal; Nuval bronze, together
ans win need dollar where as need
, the
settle
,lowv..r,
with about $500 in
Novice Agrégate and Expert
m course me republicans wini m(m .rrlirv
aimea.
- Trophy;
V
sens
,)r
th.
Qdings
It is expected there will
prizes.
inJ
g,
Aggregate matches. other matches
their funds from wjrporations,
f ln,.
mi,it an(,
700 competitors
In
this
and federal office- - (h(, M,lw.liin h,.!lUh nllti,orltles would of the, Ohio State Kifle association, to Lmunch iut
as
there were G4K last year. In
J
do
holders just as they have always tone, L
not
entrance
which
restrictions
the
,.
moV(.
Natloná) Pistol match there will
,,, III, ill'-l
Offhand; the seven
apply, are the
,,",u
,,U1 we muni
gold, four sSver and four
be
, ,
. i.
A
n
n
,
,
,i...
.11
H.,.,
those who have bttt lltrl" m spare, no
TOM,
VIII-illlM-i,11111,
,!, fill,,-ns well hs a number of
bronze
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
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have all grades and the
best is not too good for
your house.

We

and
largest
assortment
in the
city.

DO NOT FAIL TO SEE US

. . .

WAGNER HDW. CO

You
will be

CENTRAL AND FOURTH

thankful
after

aaaaaan

your trip
if you
call at our
store before
going on
your outing
and see
what we
have for
you. . . .
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Willi Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque
Extend lo Depositors Every Proper Accommodation ana Solicits Nv Accounts. Capital, $150,0011.011. Ofncers and Directors: Solomon Luua, President: W. S. Strlcltlcr. Vice President and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, Assistant Cashier; William Mcintosh, George Aruot, J. C. lialdrldge, A. M. Black well, O. E. Cromwell.

PRESCRIPTIONS?
WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANliT
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Ml WEST CENTRAL AVENTJE.

The Jaffa Grocery Co.
Hood Things to Rat.
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TELEPHONE 7U

oocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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HARDWARE
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SELECT YOUR OWN
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Rfl vea

Are You Building
a Home?
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AND HOARDING
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and Surplus, $100.000.00

Capita

Grocery Co.
Good Things to

MEXICO

NEW

ALBUQUEkQUS,

THE JAFFA

ALBUQUERQUE

Mall Orders Filled Sama Day aa

Received.

FOUNDRY

WORKS

AND MACHINE

R. P. Hall, Proprietor.
Eastablisued J881.
Iron and Brass castings, Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Grstsa,
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns and Iron Fronts for Building.
Repairs on Mining and Milling Machinery our Specialty.
Side of Railroad Track.
Foundry
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mid-rang-

-

OCCKOLXXXXXXÍCXXXXXXXXXXXy

New-York-

SZlnfrt:mw
LEPER

mes-sug-

OOOOOCOOOOODOO

EXCURSIONS

SUPERIOR LUMBER & MILL CO.
Manufacturer of Sash, Boors. Mouldings, He.
DEALERS IN LUMBER, LATH AND S1I1NULKS.
WHOLESALE GLASS.
Under tha Viaduct.
Albuquerque, N.

Toledo. Ohio, and Reluin $60. 9T,,
account t! A. It National Kticamp- meiit. Tickets on sale AiiKUSt 27, 28, UOOCKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOOCOOOOO
I'll and SO
Return limit Sept 1 7lli.
be
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Santo Fe ami Retur- n- $4.K,, account the Republican Territorial Convention. Tickets on sale August 16,
IT and 18, return limit Aug. 21st.
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I

,r,-.,i- i

City Scavenger

Company

.

I
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r.r,

Monntainalr, N. M. ami Retnrn
$n.r,o, acount chadtauqua Anmhl
Tickets on sule Aug. 13 to 15, return
llmll Aug. 2lh.
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sified Columns of the Morning
Journal will probably rent
those, vacant rooms within the
next twenty-fou- r
honra.

3rd.

F.

DANNFNFKTiSFU,

THK
TAKEN
(IHAIitii: OF THK TESSIER SHOP.
$3.45, ac- I'RKI) HAVING TAKEN
Simla Fc and Return
A
POST
count annual meeting New Mexico Bar (JRAIHTATK
IN THE ART
Association. Tlckels on sale Aug. 29, CAN NOW SATISFY THE MOST
30 and 31.
Return limit Sept. 5th. I'ASrilROUS.
W.

I'Ol'FLAIt BAltBF.lt.

HAS

YOC ARE IN NEED OF ANY
at ticket TI1INO DAINTY IN THE GROCERY
LINE YOU CAN ALWAYS FIN II IT
CO., 214 KOI I'll
AT F. i. I'ltAiT
SECOND.

W. L.Trimble & Co.
Feed and Sale Stables. First-rjjBTurnouts at reasonable ratea.

TfilepHoue

S.

N. Second

Call for full Information
office.

T. E. Purdy, Agent

Window frames,
Planing Mill.

$1.7.1.

Albuquerque

Try a Morning Journai Want!
Journal Want Ads Get Results

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

bottle-wrappe-

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

d

DEPOSITORY A. T. &

S. F. RAILROAD CO.

:

REPORT OF CONDITION MAY 14,
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Ml. 11, account annual tournament
National Riflemen Asoclatlou. Tickets
on sale Aug. 5 to If, return limit Sept.
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Loans and Dlsrounta . . .
llonds, securities and real estate
(lovemiucnl Bonds
,
Cash on hand ami In bauaa .
Casli

r--

urces

. . .

$1,635,118.67
89,836.22
308,000.00
929,433.69

1901.

Surplus and Profit
t

inuiaiion
poaita

,

$ 200,000.00
62,591.91
200,000.00
2,499,796.67

1,237,433.69
"

total

$2,962,388.58

wwal

$2,962,388.M
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ATTEND THE GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS CO.'s
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i

GREAT CASH TEMPTATION SALE
apolis,

ATTEND THE GOLDEN
RULE DRY GOODS CO.

Minneapolis

2; St.

Paul, i.

BROWNS DEFEAT

CARL

HOLMAN

OlESt

GOOSE-EG-

WILL BUILD NEW AIRSHIP;

GARTHAG E

FROM ERACTUR E

THE GRAYS ON

Meeent Minister Will Lead lo
Solution Of Problem of Aerial

i

hite, fur one day only, Monday,
August III: un sale S:l) it. in.,

per yard
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BASEBALL
STANDING
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SIGHTRFFINO YOUTH
LOST !N SAN FRANCISCO

THE TEAMS.

National league.
Willi

Pittsburg

6(1

New York
Chicago.

5

San Francisco. Aug. 9. The Whereabout of Rarnuel Lyon, a young mnn
I. ust. I'.C. In the civil service employe of the
37
.61
ordnance department of the UnlU-- l
88
,M states army, who has been missing
.."i77
tl
since .Till-.- - 24. is puzzling the police
,541 department.
18
l.vons. who comes from
51
.500
vrii-fo-d- o
family of New York.

Philadelphia
Cincinnati

56
SI
6J

Boston.

4 4

54

3li

60
65

.449 i. ,.,i
on .Til Iv 13 on
inn
.373 the Sheridan, after a rive years'
.330
p the Philippines.
He reeistc-e-

82

I, nut
37

at the Jefferson hotel, and after
several messages to his famI i'
ily In the east, proceeded to take In
.626 th sights of the city.

61

4 H

55
56
46

44

Brooklyn

i

i

.32

St. Louis

ce

mcrlcnii League.
Won.

Lietmit
St. Louis
Cleveland
ChtcafÓ

Philadelphia.

.

....47

Boston

Washington

37
33

Now York

.604
.556

4 5

.664

50
54

.47!
.465
.378
.333

61

66

f SUMMER STYLES
in Millinery

Sioux City
Lincoln
Hen ver. .

.

Pueblo

5
"H
4

Des Moines

DHESS.MAKIXH

.42

MISS CRANE

M

j

AMEItlt'AN I.EAOI E.
st. fjetils

:

COT,

olli and Central. PtlOne

single and a hit batsman netted eight
runs In the eighth Inning and gave
St. Louis the second game of the series. 8 to 2.
K
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R. II E
Score
5
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tlfl 010 Dl
Detroit
3
MM OHO llOO
in i
Wash'n
a li d
Batteries Ki lia ii. Summers
Thomas. Hughes and Street; Kitliu
and Warner.

Chicago, h New Terk, t.
Chicago. Aug. 9. Chicago defeated
New York 4 to I, by poantllug what
few bulls Hogg put across the plate
Manning pitched
In al dlroctlons.
strongly and after the early Innings.
New Vork outplayed the locals

....

New York

ut

él

010

'

and
Batteries Smith
Hogg. Manning and Illalr.

-

4

7

3

7

1

Sullivan:

WESTERN LKAUl'E.
Hrcak at Omaha.
Omaha. Aug. 9. Onwlia and Des
MolneH spilt even 111 a double-heade- r
today.
It. H. E
Scon
First game.

i:cu

una ha
Des Moines

'"

--

..

201

20

7

010 nun mm

Lincoln. .1.
Sioux City won
sn easy victory over Lincoln today
'
It. H.
Score
I
Sioux City ..181 221
000 101 00- 1- 2 9 I
Lincoln
Htid
RhMI
Mattel les Furchner
Johnson. Waiiaon and Zlnran.

Dener

raju'ky:

S

I

100 010 0114
noo noo 04:1

olmstead.

Chabck

-

Physician and P'irjson

6 and 8, N T. Armijo bulld- Ing, Albuquerque. N. M.
DRS. 8HADRACH & TULli

Rooms

Practice Limited

Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe Coast
Lines.
Office State National Bsnk
B iildlng. Hours: 9 to 12 a. m.; 1:10
to s p. m.

HOMEOPATHS.
rKü-

BRONSON

& HRONSON

a,h:c
h
Physicians and Surgeons
Vuun's Drug Store. Phones;

Ovi--

t:8;

fice

J. T;

DR.

tl

LuJÜVt-rsit-

n'r,-oen-

Sat-u,--

-'

.

t

w--

n--

DEXTWT8,
RAFT
Dental Surgeon.

K

Brnet' building. Phona
Appointments made In mail.
CHAS. A. ELLEIt
Dentist.
Boom 11 n. t. Armijo Bldg,
AlbUquerqua,
1'hones 811 and 10JÍ.
Hoomt
74.,

New Mexico.
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Drug sime
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Mining "'id Metallurgi. al Kuitmcer
West Fruit avenue Poatofflcs Boa
"' :" offkss of v. Il Kent,
IIS South Third street.
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,,,(. survey .
Attorney before v. s i.and Depart- ment. Land scrip for sal- -, civil
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SKY GOODS, ftt 1.1.1 E( Y AND WOMAN'S
PHONE OltDEits FILLED PKOMPTIiT.
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ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRV (MODS HOUSE.
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SPECIAL

this Mark Stands

INFANT CAI's
a limited quantity of infants' lace and embroidery
trimmed lawn caps, worth

up to $1.25.

Choice

KA It HAKMKNTM

M(le. of InlerrO.

OUR BETTER WAISTS
REDUCED

Watch Our

Show Windows

ONE-HAL- F
All of our bettor Lingerie Waists,
now selling at $2.60. $3.60. $6.00,
$8. Ml and $X.50 are placed on sale

MONDAY SPECIAL

In

for

$2 00

.
Values.
A dainty medie) of Summer Flufflness.
Chiffon Veils
light alluring shades, as well as sensible dark ones. Some
thut
soiuf embroidered! Some ahow the tiny
face round In coquetry.. What un alluring
style you thought you eouldiKt afford a few weeks back Is
here now to be had at a bargain if you don't delay.
edge-ruffl-

In all

the

are dotted

Trame the
That very
very likely

regardless at just about one-HAI.their price. This Is an exceptional opportunity to aecure an
exclusive style for thn pilco of an
ordinary waist. Beautiful and exquisitely made Walsta.
About
HALF" PRICK

I '

K

PAH eMUlJi.

Uur Immense uud well selected stock of stylish parasols has been di-- v
ided Into six lots for your easy choosing. These parasols are composed of the vry latest designs ami comprise Pongees, Rajahs, Taf-f- t
l.is and Linens, plain a, id fancy, whiles and color, corded,
and tucked, embroidered, trimmed or trimmed with Persian
borders and velvet bands, many of them having hand carved sticks.
None hslil In reserve, but priced lo move them.
.t
Lot A, worth up to $2.00. SPECIAI
f I.SA
Lot H. worth up to 1:1.00. sPEt I M
1.8K
Lot c. worth up to $4.00, SPECIAL
t.H
Lot D. worth un to $5.fi0, SPECIAI
.
ni K. worth it i in $7.r,n. Kppk'lAl
4
Lot F, worth up to $10.00. SPEC I M,

Linen Collars

1 ilyaH

A large lot of Boys' Linen Collars,
all styles and alies. Special Sc cadi

0
0

12

and

Owens and Mllse.

N
SMM I VI ION
MEHH
At Milwaukee Milwaukee 0: KanCity.
Toledo II: Columbus.
Al Ttteilo
At Louisville Louisville, J; Indian-

-

.

,

-

WATCH OUR SHOW WINDOWS
(Urek 'Ending August

15,

ItM.)

r

hack tms si on
hours or the day and night prompi
Teleplion
and satisfactory service.

KXCtit'SI V CLI .
MAIL OKDl.lts FTLLHIO PHOMPTLT.

V

hem-Stitch-

CLEARANCE of CHIFFON VEILS
M.fl, $110 and

of-

1059. Albinpicr- -

-

!

I

1

n

AM) St HGEONS.

PHYSICIANS
R. L. HI ST

VI)MY

Aubu-tuertiu-

&

R. H. E
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VINCFNT'S
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THE ECONOMIST

i!

pueblo;
Patterles

Attorney at Law

Office in First National Bank building
Albuquerque, N. M.

-

I

of

Sioux City. 10:
Sioux City. Aug. 9.

Pueblo.
St ore
Pueblo.

oiWtT

'

SPECIAL SADF. of the largest and most comí lele assotlinenl
infants' Wear ever shown In the city. Bvery Harmful I decidedly high clusg from machine to elaborate hand made, and the
We will not atprices are without question the lowest ever quoted.
tempt to describe the beauty of workmanship or the daintiness of
materials, but you will be repaid by a visit to this section to see for
yourself. Our entire etock of Infants' Wear has been divided Into
lots for your easy choosing and they have been listed at practically
hair thir former prices. Long and short coal, long and short drssfc.
sarqns and kimonas, and In fact, everything thai pertains to Infants'
Wear. We ask for comparison of prices.
Dot 3 go at 4 Ho
Lot 2 go at 39c
Lot 1 go at 20c.
Lot 0 go at 1110
go St SOc.
Lot
Lot 4 go ut 80e.
go at tl.Hk
Lot
Lot K go at 11.70
Lot 7 go at $1.311
Lot 12 go at 11.11
Lot 11 go at $2.715
Lot 10 go St $2.2

:)

I.
I'lichlo, 7:
Heavy hitting
Denver. Aug. 9
lb last two lnnln;rs today won

R. W. D. BRYAN

f'-s- t

EXTRA SPECIAL
in Infants' Wear

Batteries Hall and LeHrand; Ni
Wltherup ami Dexter.
Second game.
B
4
2
Omaha
IM MO
Din Molues .. II lit 12011 12 1
Batteries Rhoades and (lending.
Wltherup and Welgart.

tl

Attorney at Law
Collections Made. New State National
Bank Bldg., Albuquerque. N. M.

Ike-Co-

11

I

PASO
and
agajBBflBaaBHMHai

-

WBaW th"Í gCQWOMMT

35c

ATTORNEYS.

JOHN W. WILSON

The first week of the daily sales at THE ECONOMIST has passed and the results hive even exceeded expectations. The week has been a mighty busy one and as promised each day has seen sime extraordinary bargain displayed in our show windows. As stated then we are fully determined that summer merchandise must move and the
coming week shall see even greater bargains displayed at THE ECONOMIST. We are already receiving results Mm our eastern buyers and if the goods now arriving are but
a sample of what is to come, the season approaching shall set an epoch for beautiful and bewildering styles. Each day heralds the arrival of the newest and the latest offerings, spurring us on t) make still deeper cuts on all summer merchandise, to make the room necessary for the new arrivals. During the coming week we will place on
daily sale as shown by our spacious show windows Wash Suits, Wash Skirts, Wash Materials of all descriptions, Parasols, Silks, etc. In fact, every class of merchandise
pertaining to the season's wear, at prices lower than the very lowest.

It. H

2iii 000 M

vI IIUIJvll
riiiKon
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CARDS

SPECIAL! SPECIAL! SPECIAL! SPECIAL!

I

Scorn

UlSHINOS.

looking. stylish
Cool
Neck Bushings, with colored edge. 6 yards in box,
ail colors. Worth ISc.
Special, per box.

Washington ',
Detroit, Aug. i. Ung hits by
Crawford. Cobb and Rossmsn did
most of the scoring for the home team
mid enabled them to beat Washing-Io-

Chicago

f

SPECIAL
NEC'S.

A;

--

in center Held in the second
inning.' The visitors look aJvantugi
of the misplays and scored live men.
The Browns steadied down for a few
Innings, and succeeded in evening up
the tallies. Ai the end of the ninth
Inning, the score was a lie. being nine
A tenth inning was played
to nine.
and both teams made two runs, making the score eleven to eleven. In tin
eleventh inning, both sides retired
Wltholll scoring. Ill the llrst half of the
twelfth) Carthage was shut out. The
Browns took tlie bat ami succeeded in
getting a man to third base at a Sacrifice of two out. Then Allen, who
tinis always there with
safe hit.
made a hit near short. The Carthage
man made a wild throw to lirst has,
and tlu-- Brownie, who was waiting on
third, succeeded In getting home. nul
A
the game belonged to the local".
fair sized crowd was present at tin
game.
was its follows:
The line-u- p
Hel''
center
Webster.
Browns
Weaver, t't' '
Kunz. second base:
base: Dickerson. left Held: H
short '
ftf
flrst-Saf
hese: Chambers, rati-hford, oltcher
Carthage Padilla. Hgbt ftH
first base ami pitcher: Gibson. shorl
stop: Tlnsley. second base: Mclntyre.
Toner., rdtchcr ami flrsl
third
Olivas, center
base: Miera, left :
field: Bd words, catcher.
I'mpin Tllton. Time 2 55.

PJPJPJPJPJPJPJI the economist

H. E.

K

000 noil 08
001 100 000

to

errors

by the score of 10 to 0.
The
local boys succeeded In getting only
on
man across the home plate In
both games. Trinidad scored a to'al
of twenty-severima for the
two
Up to the lirst half of the
gflines.
seventh inning of yesterday's game, DENVER
EL
both teams were playing real baseball
the scute at the beginning of the seventh being nothing to nothing. In
Bisbte, Tliursda attetnoou.
Li taut this inning. Gonsates. the second bast
man lor tin- (jrays. made two or
ot the Hvcii.eiu weie uo pbtainaub
RA A K,
rwíriR
lust evening, owing to the tact inai three eostlv errors, ami Weeks, who
and
the telegraph oil ices iu bisbec clua was playing center Meld, missed a fly
HAH FIXTURES.
"lib three men on bases.
ut an early hour
Week's
SODA FOUNTAINS,
METAL
J. H, Holuian, lather ot tin
dead error caused three runs. The Baratas
FURNITURE, etc.
young man. was witii him when ttlu bovs then became discouraged ami the
Semi for Catalogue.
end came.
Mr. Hulmun, Sr., Ii an gam.- went to Trinidad
with ease.
engineer on the same railroad, as that Hidulgo pitched line ball until the
Meld began to make errors and Iu- also
Mr- -.
on which his sou was killed.
Holman, the mother, residí s on Fjast became discouraged and was unable
lAgent
for Brunawlck-B- a
A brother
Iron uvenue this city.
of to hold the seme down. The Trinidad
lender Company
BQjLIAHD
Mrs. fans were out in bunches and .leered
the decos sea, also lives here.
and POOL TABLES.
Holman bus boon ill for some time the (irays to such an extent that the
BOWLING ALLEYS ami
and It it thought best that she he not local Imls lost their heads ami became
Sl'PPI IES
notified of the accident for fear the so excited that they apparently forgot
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimm
:,
ho,
would lessen her chances of re- how to play bail
Bert
Graham
covery.
She was notified of her son's plev '
" "
has- - foe the (travs yester-Na- n
deatli last evening and was completen" 'bed 'lye Innliitfv for BnngXCgggCCgagMDgHgBUBBBBl
ly prostrated. The deceased liad been TH
id
d bv V bol i
"
in Blabee, for more than a year, worka W stern lei g
P
It h sai
ing in various positions in the train that the Drays betted Well in yester
service. Prevlojii to that time he held day's game, but he Trinidad In field
a position with the Suntu Fe company and hWtfielri weg-m
i
in the game all the
A
iiere.
Carl Holman was unusually Ime and nhtl them out. The Iosh of
well known ami popular In
Sitnrdnv's "ame was In a great measHe was a graduate of
T'-ot- excusable,
Grava roil, nil
Boarding and Day School
of 1103, of the Albutpierqu-llig- li
l
In a ciinlf ,nr and fild not
tSchool mnl liter attended the ithe iu TrlnMiid until
For Young Ladles
o'clock
of N'etV Me'jtfcOi He was a
v moriilnir
a,
anrl Miccoc
I
louiig mini of fine phvslutie an took
middCd.
diiu
T'-w,,-,hotel a
pi
part In football. Kaskel-hal- l
b
In
of Sisters of
charge
it
"mi
hantld
Tin
and ither athletic Sports
nt'te- - lb- -, ,. befen
b. - O I,, l,e
Charity. For particulars,
remains are being prepared for ship- hall
The limnlre
eniiel
ment In Hl.sbce. ami Will likely arrive
, the
-- nlyed
as- pea
Sister Superior,
address
here either Tuesday or Wednesday 0' b' an. dtd n If
them
New York Ave.,
Sixth
and
morning. Til- - fatln-- - of the boy will it, w',-iT
is MVetv
uti
accompany the remains

-

PROFESSIONAL

ernoon

Carl Holinun, 24 years of age. and
one of tlu- best Known young nun in
this city, died in the railwa hospital
at Blsbce, Ariz.., at 6:15 last evening,
death resulting from a fractured skull
and other serious injuries received
A Alls
pel '101 uilna his dUt) as a
switchman m toe yams ot uie Ki raso
and S nun, , n i.ain oau company
iu

Journal Want Ads Get Results! Trv a Mnrninn

Matlerli's: Wadde'l and Spencer:
Morgan, Thielman and Carrlgan.

S

eleven In favor of the
It was almost
stand off all
during the game, as to which team
would win out. The Carthage boys
got a small leud during the early part
of the game, u balloon us, elusion tagen
by the Browns being responsible lo.
ii.
Kuns, who played second, nun:, a
wild throw, letting a man score anu
Webster, a Duwsoti player, made two
to

BrOWni,

tinilii runs
a double, a

Louis, Aug. it.
mixed with three passes,

Doll-oi- l

twelve

:

oil

Boston

St.

Score
St. Louis
Hoston

-'

é

II

-I-

Barelas Team Holds
Own
IS KILLED IN BISBEE
Against Trindad Until SevenSend your
uccounts, notes and
Judgments to us for collection. No
In a cross between a last and u
th Inning and Rapidly Goes collection, no charge. We also buy
slow game, which wus dragged outj Accident While at Work
in
claims. Collections
made against
to Pieces; Score 10 to 0,
for twelve innings, played between'
ruilroBd men anywhere In the United
Railroad Yards Terminates
Etitas. Write tu, at once.
the AlbuUeriie
Brcwns and the
H. & VERNE D. EDWARDS,
THOS.
Uray.s
The
lost the second
Tárelas
Carthage Keds. ut Traction park yeAfter Two Days; Burial to Be
Gibraltar Hull. ling.
game of the series to the Trinidad
terday afternoon, the local boys won
Kanaas City, Mo.
Here.
ball team at Trinidad yesterday aftout by one run. the linal score being

I

LADIES' TAIEOHINO AND

SUNDAY

Win

C-- o"

.604
.583

42
45
60
56
60

64
83
58
54

Boys

I

Wall; out and see our stock
W e can save you money.

WpHtcrn League.
Won Lost

Omaha

--

i

Out in a
OF SKULL
Slow
Rather
Twelve Inning
Game; Spectactular Plays
ALBUQUERQUE BOY
Lacking in the Exhibition,

Local

V.
Aug.
Count
Friedrlchshafen.
Bcppclln today issued an explanation
of the catastrophe to his airship, in
Which ha completely absolví s his mechanics from any blame. He declares
that the defects In the motors ami
lack of experience in steering tin
landings, which he made during the
endurance trip which was Intended
to take the bolloon from Lake Constance to Mayence. and return, but
ended disastrously when half the Journey had been half completed at
Echterdlngen,
Count Zeppelin concludes his explanation with a state
incut thai he has learned so much
from the disaster that he believes
will become one of the surest
menus of transportation. A nephew of
Count Zeppelin says he hHleves the
enlfinity wis 'ue to at niospheric electricity, which bad concentrated to as
rom h ns h hundred thousand volts ami
that when the nirshi-- i strucl; the fruit
lt
WV
trees during the gale.
'o"irteted and electrl sinrks
In length were create I, will 'h
iesc'1 the extosnn.

yards
si Outing Flannel
light and dark patterns, also
light blue, pink. red and

H.iitMi

in
In

Navigation.

g

Milwaukee. Wis.. Aug. . At the
closing session last night of the National Travelers association convention, a resolution was adopted condemning the parcels post plan, the
secretary being instructed to send a
copy of the resolution to every con- grcssmuu and senator throughout the
United states

Believe

Extra Special
for Monday
August 10

19,

M)

TRAVELERS CONDEMN
PARCELS POST PLAN

ZEPPELIN UNDISMAYED

Great Temptation Sale

-

-

FOR

G

iuon.
a spteatdld welcome i the hables.
n complete baby outril. tallied al SI.YOll.
ns-s
u
mnl stocking
of MM, WMi undershirt. hood.
cu-li
u tills day
pauclWe
Ilic mother who make tin- liirjtt si
r old.
Wednesday, August IS, IINI8. Buby not to Im- hut lw-

Wednesday, August
ugive
ii

Win

cnii-..lii-

2.

At Minneapolis

BABY DAY"

THE ALBUQUERQUE

D

ct
di

tlÚ
n
.v
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gives

Wyoming Governor Names
Distinguished Delegation
Him

ItóilIR
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j
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MONDAY, JULY 10,

the details of the transaction:
Acting for the American Sugar Man-- !
uf, o till ing and Iteflnlng company, O.
B. Crum of this city has Just com-- 1
pleted the purchase of 155,000 acres!
of land in San Miguel county, New
Mexico, at a cost of considerably morel
than $600.000. It is the intention of
the company to expend another $500,-- j
Rooms.
FOR RENT
Male
HELP WANTED
iOOO in Irrigating their possession by
room
wltn moa- nice
A
RENT
FOR
ofgraoe
fill
men
reto
High
WANTED
means of an Immense system of
608 W.
Inquire
posiern
conveniences.
technical
and
fice,
mercantile
servoirs, dams and ditches, after:
tr
In the enuthweat.
Sliver, or phone 1136.
Southweatern
INDUSTRY MOGOLLON
which three or four sugar beet fac-- j tions
Property Lpani
Personal
Business Association, 201 E. Central
422
North
6th
at
Room
RENT
FOR
county
the
be
erected and
torlcs will
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone
No sick.
Imada one of the largest contera' of 267.
tf
FOR RENT Two good rooms tor
the trude in the entire country,
bicycle.
boy
with
Good
WANTED
.light housekeeping, $11. Call 404
Not since the sale of the famous
TO
FORE
IN
DO
Apply the Leader, A. G- Waas, pro-t- f ON FURNITURB, PIANOS, ORGANS, North Second.
years
ago,
Chattels;
grant,
has
other
several
Wagons
and
Maxwell
Horses,
prietor.
RENT Large, cool, desirable
on Salaries and Warehouae Re- FOR
so large a real estate transaction been
rooms for housekeeping. 624 West
Man cook for telephone also
WANTED
as
high
as
and
$10.00
as
low
as
ceipts,
completed In New Mexico, and through
camp. Apply Nash ($150.00. Loana are quickly made and Central avenue. Apply at rear
construction
the plans of the new owners, thous-- : Electrical company today.
FOR RENT Large, cool rooms for
GenMining
Deals
and
Recnt
siric'iy priváis, nato; uno uiuuiu
Company
Manufacture
STATE
jands of settlers will be colonized In
housekeeping. 524 W. Central. Call
one year given. Goods to remain In
your possession. Our ratea are rea- at rear.
eral Activity Among Proper- the territory, vast tracts of what are
Patented Spindle; Big
H ELP WANTED
Female. sonable. Call and see us before bornow waste lands will be Irrigated and
RENT Furnished rooms for
ties Make Outlook in Field developed and the whole territory will WANTED Ladles to call and see rowing. Steamship tickets to and FOR
Office Re- crease
light housekeeping and otherwise.
world.
of
all
Darts
the
from
reAMONG
millinery
at
through
deal.
enormously
the
benefit
our new stock of
Most Promising,
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY Modern, cheap, and close in. Call at
ceipts,
The land purchased by Mr. Crum duced prices. Crane Millinery and
al2
413 South Broadway.
Rooms 2 and 4, Grant Bidg.
and
Central
Dressmaking
STATESMEN CHOSEN
Parlors,
for his clients consists of the old AnPRIVATE OFFICES
rooms
at
tailoring
and
Furnished
RENT
FOR
Ladlea'
street.
'
(Doming Headlicht.)
OPEN EVENINGS
Imperial
tonio Ortiz grant, an area of land that Fifth
orrroiKHMlroi r Morniiis .Imirnul.)
tf
dressmaking parlors. Phone 944. Ap116 West Huning avenue.
grants
Avenue
g.
Spanish
Mogollón,
old
the camp that yields Was included in the
The
tf 30SH West Central
prentices wanted.
William F. Smvthe. ' Father n( Alamogordo. N. M . Aug.,
rooms,
furnished
Three
RENT
FOR
lust regular meeting oi tinAlamo practically all the gold and silver pro-- i and title to which was later ratified WANTED
A cook In private faml-a- t
located.
or unfurnished, centrally
'
one ot ti dined in New Mexico, Is destil.ed to. by congress In INflit.
No. 119 South Wal-t- f
Inquire
ly.
National Irrigation Congress i,
Inquire 1114 South
STORAGE.
reasonable.
Rent
in fhi hllAMl ..t
nr. become one of the greatest mining
The ground Is situated twenty miles ter street.
all
Speak on "Life of the r,u nidation. Their was n much busi (amps in the whole southwest. Min- southeast of has Vegas, in San Miguel WANTED An elderly woman as WA NTED--Pianohousehold goods, Edith.
ness to be transacted iiiat it was nec- - ing men and capitalists
etc.. stored and packed safely at
who have county, and one mile from the Santa, working housekeeper in a family of
wary '" poet pone the annual elec- visited the Mogollón, are enthusiastic Fe railroad. It IS crossed from north-eareasonable rates. Phone 640. The
Little Lands,"
Real Estate.
FOR SALE
four. No washing. When replying to Security Warehouse A Improvement
tion of officers and directors.
This over Its future prospecta and a numto southwest by the Rio Gallinas; this, state compensation expected. Ad- Oc. Offices, Rooms 3 and 4, Grant FOR SALETwo cottages, corner of
election will be held at a called meet-t- ber of deals have been closed within river and It Is through reservoirs conail Block, Third ttreet and Central Ave. Third and Mountain Road. $2,000.
dress M. P. O.. this office.
The board of control of tlie Iriga- scheduled tor Wednesday night, the last four months.
the com-pan- y
stream
that
this
with
nected
ImM
FOR SALE 5 room modern frame
the
of
ailk
oongrass
bean
ha
don
August 12. Or. Kaltxgahcr, president,
The most important deal was the
expects to irrigate its property. W
residence, full size lot, cement,
No
Good wages.
COOK.
OMAN
by Governor Hr.fant B. who has been at the helm only four sale of the Fannie group of mines,
appotiUmr-n- t
The river will be tapped at various
walks, $ir.0.00 cash and $30.00 a
Apply at the University
con-- 1 which
housework.
east-Th- e
to
months,
ueaerves
certainly
be
a
to
sold
as
of
number
of
Wyoming
Brooke of the state of
thence, canals and a aeries
month will buy this. Why pay rent?
gratula tea up. in having accomplished em capitalists.
amount paid Is points and will curry the water the Dormitory.
of
a gistlngoinhed delegation to repre-ee- BO much In so short a while, in the said to be over $2.500,000.
ditches
Elder, 9 Armtjo Building
al3
TRY
Oranl
grant.
of
the
breadth
length
and
the state at the congreSw here. way of
scattering forces.
reCOUnty people who held interests,
FORSALE One of the finest 6 room
$30.00.
Wages
A look.
WANTED
Manufacturing ceived from $100,000 to $300,000 each.
The AlamoKonlo
tf
modern up to date residences in the
TO MAKE IT
The first purpose of the sugar com-- .
1123 Tijeras Koad.
The delegation Includes some of the
eolo-an- d
oompsny, oapMgllaed at $20.oon.ofl, is
$1800.00 will
city,
la Al location.
to
land
for
Open
pany
Cooney
will
be
the
engineered
by
was
The
deal
men
and
Wyoming
of
men
best known
the newest Industry in Alamoum odo.
buy equity. Elder, 9 Armijo Building.
Weatherhv, who deserve great j nizatlon. About SO, 000 acres will be
CASH
of national repute, both statesmen and The corporators are:
J, R. Gilbert, credit for their untiring efforts and disposed of at first in this way with
men prominently eonneeted with the A. J. Hock. J, r. Raulaberry, W. 1). ability tn ovi icoine the many obsta-- ! irrigation guaranteed and, later, when (AÍTEDHpéirténced
stenographer
ON
Dwellings.
FOR RENT
gnat irrigation projects of the .state. Whittlngton, ail of Alamogordo. The cles met with pending the successful crone are produced, a market for the and bookkeeper desires position;
be
Oi
manufamllwill
the
work;
thh
work
office
i.lant
termination of the important transai entire output. As labor in New Mex- ten years general
The delegates appointed by the govroom
Six
brick house,
RENT
FOR
THESE SMALL
facture of a patented spindle, which tion. The new company Is known as ico Is figured only at $1 per day where lar with all branches including ered-iitClose In. Inquire E. B.
modern.
ernor are as followa:
any
to
axle,
be
can be attached
can
the Socorro Mining and Milling combest of references. Write or wire.
tf
Booth.
to be paid in most
Hon Tiloma Heancy. president of renewed at an expense very slight by pany and Is capitalised fofr six million tt would have
ADS.
Want position by September 1st or
expect
to
do
owners
not
states',
the
flats,
bath
RENT
and
FOR
comparison with a new axle, and' ad- dollars. Coóney and Woatherhy nre
the Commercial club of Cheyenne.
sooner.
J. D. Corley, care Western
and six rooms and bath; houses
ase to have the management at this end pay more than half as much for the:'Newspaper Union,
In
Oklahoma City,
Hon J. D. Tower, profesor in the niits of various adjustments.
new and modern, with hot water heat
they
as
projects
of
completion
their
ík sprung.
The contrivance of the line.
the
axle
Weitherby
Wm.
J.
si
Oklahoma,
and gas ranges In kitchens'. Apply to
Wyoming state university.
would under othe r conditions.
Ik the patent Of a Mr. Wilson,
nntl ü1iti,i)i.,l nriT in llroiinrr on hi
.v
A. W. Anson, 815 North 4th St.
mm
Hon Feuiniore Chattcrton.
the tren well informed on such sub- from New York to
ine puTcnuuig uumpow; .s
He
at
headquarters
FOR RENT New three room cotSALE
corporation,
FOR
w
Agents.
with
say
jects,
WANTED
value
salesmen,
Miscellaneous.
commercial
its
that
t back
of Wyoming
stafeil that he was glad to
tage, furnished for housekeeping.
All of the stockholders "re SALEASEN AND AGENTS $ $50.00
Topeka.
be great.
will
mateas
to
as
soon
ami
New
Mexeo.
t
m
Carey,
dou
gentle
Good,
horse,
Hon. joeph
FOR SALE:
1022 South Walter street.
tf
The AlamogorQn poeto ffIce receipts ria) and supplies could be produced he capitalists of great wealth, nnd they
be
wagon.
made
can
521
over
express
W.
per
and
week
ble harness,
from Wyoming.
for the quarter ending June 10, inox. would have work for 200 men. At the expect to commence upon the plans selling New Campaign Novelties from Silver.
FOR RENT 2, 3, 4 and
,mt)., t ji.soo on. For the
Edward Gillette, .siicriitan.
Hon.
present time, however, only a small projected at once and to carry them now until election. Sells to Stores,
houses, furnished or unfurnished.
FOR SALE All kinds of Tiouse hold
responding Quarter in
Wyo, Htate treasurer.
the re force Is at work, which will be in through without interruption.
'county Fairs, Picnics' and Private furniture.
tf
Futrelle Furniture Co,, W. V. Futrelle, 500 S. Seecond.
state ,.,.I)ts W,T(. $,no.on. an increase of creased as soon as conditions will per
Hon Ctareace T Johnston
u FOR RENT Four room house; watFamilies. Complete Une of aamples, west end or viaduct.
leven SO per cent ovar 1007. Not only mit
engineer.
charges prepaid for BOc. Order today. FOR SALE Household
er paid. 1018 N. Second; $13.50.
goods of
Hon. William L. Rohrer Irrigation I are the receipts steadily growing, but
The people of New Mexico Witt reNovelty Co., 60 Wabaah ave.,
Chicago
every description at 200 S. Broad FOR RENT One 6 room house modso
Increased
has
engineer.
'the demand for boxes
member that their mineral exhibits
Chicago.
way.
ern, at 608 South Fourth street. InHon. f. A. Guernsey, prominently that an order for an additional section won third place among exhibits of the
tf
FOR SALE' A brand new protecto- - quire at 221 West Copper ave.
Identified with th griat Oregon basin ,,f sixty boxes has Just been placed. kind at the Paris exposition. It Was I
graph of the kind recently repre FOR RENT One 5 room house at
The business of the postoffice Is A- a splendid collection of minerals andl
WANTED hoarders.
.irrigation project in Wyoming
sented here in the city. Taken from
Hon. j m wiison. promoter oí an ctually heavier now than when
shows what can be accomplished
for services, 310 West Baca avc. Inquire at 221
had the main shops the when the mineral rcsourri es of th'
SANITORrUM, Rosedale Place, locat- the agent in exchange
irrigation project near Dbugtaa Wyo
tf
of selling it. Will West 'upper ave.
intention
the
with
near
on
ranch,
termindivision
ed
a
Indian
Locknart
Offices
of
y
general
and
presiden!
Hon. William J Thofn.
territory are properly developed. Tlv
Call at FOR RENT HOUSES A "four-roosold much under price.
be
grad-i
management
of
school.
ITtidcr
w.
railway.
s.
B.
P.
f Buffalo, al of th.
are rich and of many varieties, hut
the chamber of common
frame, $13.50; a 4 room frame,
uate nurses. Rates reasonable. Mlss-- i the Journal office.
A. M Neat, fori st supervisor. ha
Wvo.. and promoter of the Sarah irri- owing to their isolated positions and!
es
Moorman and Bartlett, phone 1176. FOR SALE A heavy Gould force $14.00; a 5 room frame $18.00; a E
gution urole t In north central Wyo gone to lb Guadalupe mountains for poor facilites lor transportation, capipump, with cylinder , handle and room frame, $20.00; a 3 room frame.
WAN'I Kl
Hoarders by the day at
two weeks
tal has not taken hold pf llieni as it
mln.
prepulleys for power. Used very little. $12 00. Also an assortment of fur
412 South Broadway.
Ladles
& 8. W
B,
P
an
L
Baiter,
1
George
prom-a
more
prospects
of
of
Laramie
tins the mines and
Hon K. J Bell
THAT IS THE
tf A Vlsalia, California, Steel fork nished rooms and tent hou&es. Wise
ferred
conductor, has been In till hosoltal favored localities.
men) initiation expert of th state.
at
Trimble's
WA.'TKIstock saddle and bridle. Good as new. and Son, 201 East Central.
t im
men!
Hoarders
tnat
tf
under
some
The mines of New Mexico have not
Hon. w. G. Decolle of Rock Springs, here for
P. O. Box 173, or B09 West Fruit
Tijeras
Ranch,
Canon.
mouth
of
vil
(level-3. 4, 5 and 7
RENT
FOR
Houses.
promoter of the well known Bden for a broken
been boomed, but have been
avenue, city.
Mrs. C. E. Honsall
Eighteen eastern tourists have
by patient effort,
aided by
oped
rooms; also rooms' for housekeepvalley project In western Wyoming.
a very little capital i'ntii i few years
Hon K It, Wiley. Hon. A S. Mer-Ce- r removed from tie inn row ronfne
FOR SALE Poland china pigs. John ing. W. II. McMillion, rial estate brounder the ago the mines of the Mogollón coun- a25 ker. L'll W. Gold.
alO
Mann.
and Hon. .1. I. Halrd. prominent theAlamngordo Jail, a and
deputy ' I'nit'd try worked under Rfeaf dlsadvan-- '
solicitous care of
citizens of the state.
4 nnd 5 room houses
years
FOI rRENT-- 3,
9
-6
to
20
mules,
BALE
guarantee
way
In
FOR
and
wending
is
alfalfa
This
a
WANTED
Partner
are
lloir
marshal,
proper,
of
congress win Slates
tnges. owing to the lack
f Irrigation
Father
in all parts of the city.
Lloyd
hog ranch, ten miles east of El old; weight, 900 to 1300, in good
homeward, hack to the beautiful fields nrooess of the treatment of their ores.
Attend).
205 W. Gold.
llunsaker,
string.
Albuquerque.
a
Dye,
A.
all
I.
without
condition.
runs
Paso,
canal
(en.
Texas.
Franklin
ses
Pan amalgamaton was used, which
The mayor of San Diego, Cal., has of rice nnd
TOR "RENT Goodwill rn Isld-hrmh
through ranch, also have fifteen H. FOR SALE Two tickets to
Mr R, H Oudger and little daugh- only effected a .saving of 50 per cent
Appointed a H delegate to the con- r
for light housekeeping In ail pajrta
srrlyed yeaterdn
P. engine and pump which guaran316
cheap.
phis', Tcnn.,
We have so much
of the vahe s contained In the ores
gres from that city William K ter. Muriel Milwaukee
Mrs. Even
Dr.
and
of
the city. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205
Box
noon
from
tees
alO
conditions
Address
times.
at
water
all
adverse
these
west
under
as
Walter.
Smythe, known all over the
faith In GOLD SEAL that
iludger's bom,- s on Michigan avenue the camp produced over six million"
1!M, City.
alO
all
wagon W. Gold.
-- A 2
the "Father of the Irrigation
Bain
farm
SALE
FOR
l?.th streets.
j while
as much more was washed Into
ConMr. Smyths set the ball roil-- between llth and Jr., hai rHtn-ne- d
Also
In
first class condition.
we will return the money
n m Barrenger.
the creek and carried Into the 'Frisco
Ing Which has resulted In the great
cord team harness. Inquire Harwood
Miscellaneous.
FOR RENT
Miscellaneous
jJVANTED
a flvlng hUHlnefM trip to El Paso
recovered.
from
to
be
Beyer
river,
in
is
meet
body
to
which
national
tf
in full if it does not proHoys school, North Fourth st.
Rlch-ard- s'
cyanide
years
Pipes
to
the
past
New
FOR
WANTT'Ii
repair.
Joe
rooming house of
four
RENT
For
the
had
this fall and ihlch has
tl fTiISALE Ladles' ticket to DomCigar Store.
PAO I FS m'ÑVFNTÍnN
27 rooms, located on First street.
proceas has been In use In one of the
i
good
bread.
an Incalculable influence in the
duce
M.,
Journal.
E.
care
ing.
Address J.
while,
Mogollón, and
Will
ompleted about August 15,
WANTED A well furnished house of
of the
lo potent and conservation
IN SEATTLE TOMORROW 'large mills in
t has had to be notified in many ways
about five rooms, In goo.l location. FOR SALE Three good Jersey cows Mrs. William Hart, corner Hill and
ast resources of the west.
With trade. Also two desirable lota Tijeras.
to conform to the exstng condtlons. it
Good tenants, no children.
Address
al3
Mr Bmythe will make an addresi
with water. First house west of Un- TOR
H. B. W., Care Journal.
S'altle, Wash.. Aug. !) Seattle If has I n brought up to a standard of
at the congresi on "The Ufa of the
REWT
purposes.
For
In
hall
the
In any
all m u- Kutrelle building, West End
other;
goon milch cow iversity,
WANTED To buy
Little Ijinds." which will undoubtedlj profusely deCOrated In anticipation of efficiency unsurpassed
Thaj
saving
claimed
2
district.
mining
No.
Cheap.
New
SALE
Viaduct,
50
FOR
rooms
68.
alO
and
reasonable. P. O. Box 133.
tie one of the most interesting Speeches tin convention Df the grand aerie of
at this mill is !' tier cent of the actual
fiction oil stove. B. M.
FO'r RENT Goodbarn, close in. ItT
OÉ the whole program.
WANTED--(TosIn a letter to! the
In. 3 or 4 room furof Eagles, which formally values.
order
all quire 209 South Arno street. alO
Secretary Twltchell of the hoard Mr. opens next Tuesday. Although none
nished house, two double beds. Mod- 1029 North Eighth st.
Mining company.
50M W. Central.
Phone 238
The Mogollón
Smythe says In part:
buggy
hand
ern preferred.
Iteply with full de- FOR SALE Second
are expected to with offices In Doming, and number- delegations
big
of
the
"There are some things 1 should arrive until Monday, scattered del
and harness. W. H McMillion, 211 POOL & BILLIARD TABLES
tails. H. B.. care Journal.
ing among Its members some of the
like to say to the congress. We have
alO
V. Cold.
In
duriic;
coming
o7
been
have
50 to
WANTED To buy grant
best known business men of this town
FOR SALE AntNtrusi poof and "bilklved the method of getting the wat- the past week and now
about KM are erecting a cyanldo
in
fiOO
plant
acres.
Real
thousand
Coleman
yet
er on the land, but have not
liard tables, supplies and bar fixEagles are In the city, including aM, Mogollón for the treatment of the CUSCo.,
Springs,
Coin.
Estate
Colorado
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
tures. Sold on easy payments. Cnta-logusolved the yuestlon of organizing the of the grand aerie officers and the
Mogollón
f'noney
nnd
of
ores
tom
the
people who live upon the lands In the various committeemen.
free. Charles Paseo w & Sons,
country
The entei nrise will be B
FOB SALE OR TRADE A good P. O. Box 1084, Dallas, Texas.
best way. I have come to be a great
WANTED.
recltlee Omaha, New York. H:. great facto,- in developing
ne
six
mountain wagon at Morgan's, 203
believer In "the little lands," by which Louis, Atlantic fity. St Paul and Sar- sources of lids rich mineral terrltorj
NEXT TO POStOFTICE-eauJ27
E. Central.
buy
To
secondWANTED
I
men's
mean Intensive cultivation of very atoga Springs want the 1909
SODA FOUNTAINS
ta it will furnish a market for an unhand clothes of all kinds In good
small areas, so that they will sucly
AGENTS
limited tonnage of ore. which would
shape. Highest prices paid In cash.
We
yield the variety of things required
have
Reveral bargain to offer In
not stand the II per cent loss susBend postal. We will call. H. Frank,
LEGAL NOTICES.
both new and second hand soda founfor a generous living, together with
In Alaska.
pro121
street,
Station
882.
phone
by
Wireless
Third
North
the
tained
tains for Immediate shipment. Easy
1
a surplus to produce cash Income.
NOTICE.
WaahlnRtnn. Aug. 9. A wireless cess, and Is tOO high in viiIiip to permonthly payments. Write or phone
believe that the social side of Ufa on
ANGORA
GOATS.
FINE
miles,
Alassound,
mit transporting hundreds of
station In Prince William
for our attractive proposition.
The
e
the "little lands" should be carefully ka, is to be erected by the navy de- and an excessive smaller charge,
I have 7.000 registered and
Koad Tax Now Due.
Grosman company, Dallas. Texas.
Angora Bucks. Does and Kids
ttudled and brought to a very high partment, the exact location to be se- which would be necessary owing to
The law requires every able bodied
for sale. Prices reasonable. Will soli
development, so that we may offer lected shortly This will be r,00 miles the slllcloi.u character of the ores. All
man, between the ages of twenty-on- e
buyer.
any
to
the
These
suit
havnumber
Instation
military
wireless
social
tin'
the
from
for
real aatlsfactinn
LOST
such ore inn be successfully treated;
guata are good heavy shearers and and sixty yearc, to annually pay a
stinct I believe In the plan of village ing been Installed In Fort Gibbon andD hy cyanide and the mine own-- r and
tax of three dollar or, In lieu LOST A small
road
Inspection.
will
bear
Coma
critical
connecting
line
a
bftWSI
will
form
black Mexican dog;
settlement, and think we should Imand aco them or write what you want of such sum, to labor on the public
and the naval wireless prospector assured a recovery of a
answers to "Topsy;" reward. 609
prove upon anything that has been that station
M.
M.
McCRORY,
D
R.
govhigh per cent of the values
road three days. Sec. S, Cahpter 53,
at North head. Wash. The
done In that Une. I think much at- station
tf
San Marcial N M. Acts of the 37th legislative Assembly. North Second.
It
ernment will then be able to maintain
will also enable men of small
tention should be given to archltec. wireless communication up the Paclflc means to develop their own claims
The supervisor of Road District No.
coast to Alaska
lure and landscape gardening."
8, comprising Precincts Nos. 12 and
PERSONAL
and nut them In condition to Interest
26, which precincts include the City
eOrdtnl
of Albuquerque, accepts the office DR. NACAMULI will be back at his
Contrae! are Kelns made for the
office from Europe September If.
machinery and the mill will he in
without compenfcution and Is devoting i90.
energy
to
bv November
discharge
time
and
of
the
RENT-ING
REAL ESTATE and
the duties of the office to the end
AGENT.
that proper use be made of the road
fund
and that wo havu good roads.
uo.
in Real
W.
Oold
me.
t'honc
'm
DR.
Also
for
REEDU
celebrated
NEW MEXICO CENTER CUSHION theBOLE
of roads to be built
The
mo
character
mili
TO
LOAN
smu: for WOMEN.
and the line of work are determined
ON REAL ESTATE.
$26004 room brick cottage, wash
We announce the arrival of a new and
by the Good Roads Association.
house, corner lot, cement walk
large stock of Men's. Ladles' and Chilon bolh sides; close In,
Mr. B. M. Porterfleld is authorlacd
dren's shoes, HONS BETTER.
$1600 4 room frame cottage,
to receive payment of the road tax
Manpiette
Ave, New
OT SUGAR BEET
nicely finished, and two room
QlIALPrV OUR MOTTO.
and for the convenience of the pabll?
brick,
$3,200.00
modern
idobe, cement finish; 50 ft lot,
SEE IS FOR SHOES.
will
when
so
or
do
can
calla
make
ho
8.
Broadway.
búnTof raster Ave. New
payment
be
can
mado
at
Porterfleld
5 room brick cottage, mod$3000
galo, I2.n50.00.
Kino u rina.
Co., 216 West Gold avenue. The
and
ern,
extra nice; cloaa in.
L'allth
South
modern
EXCELLENT ROOM AND
law will he stHctly enforced,
$1900 4 room frame cottage modEasy terms.
brink, J'J.Kr.O.OO.
ern, W. Lead ave. Easy terms
W. H. GILL15NWATER,
Houth Walter New
frame,
BOARD.
$2300
frame with bath;
Supervisor.
t,$M.0f.
outbuildings; lot 76 by
food
lawn, 16; shads trees; 4th
FOR RENT.
$4.00 Per Week and Up.
We are in position to fill almost
ward.
NOTICE FOR PI itl.K ATION.
4
2, .1, 4, 5,
ENORMOUS PURCHASE IN
,i anil 8 room housea,
Department of the Interior, U. 8. $2500 New 4 room frame cotany order in the way of a home
ROtna nice furnished rooms and
M. E. N0RRIS,
tage, modern, beautifully finSAN MIGUEL MADE!
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
furnished houses.
ished, concrete foundation, celthat you can bring to us. If
August 4th, 1D08.
110 East Coal Avenue.
lar,
good outbuildings; Highlands
Notice Is hereby given that Feder$2100
New 4 room brick cottage,
you want to rent or buy don't
ico
Otero,
county,
of
Bernalillo
who,
The American Sugar Refining f
modern; fourth ward, on car
on Dec. 17th. 1906, made Homestead
Election Retorna Now in Cuba.
line.
fail to call.
Application, No. 10406 (0609) for lot
$32
. Company Spends Over Half
New 6 room brick cottage,
If. Section 20, Township 11 N.. Rango
well built; close in. fourth ward.
Aug. ). Although a week l. K.. N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed noHavana.
a Million for Great Acreage
$20006 room frame cottage, bath
han paseed since the provincial and tice of Intention to make Final Comwindmill, near shops and car
municipal
com-- I mutation Proof, to establish claim to
place,
election
took
to Be Planted in Beets,
line.
the land above described, before U.
tc
reyet
returns
not
have
Bnnd
been
nindr-ocrcNocc&
$17004 room frame cottage,
i'HOCURCO AND
tur own
ceived.
It Is evident, however, that S. Court MCommissioner, ut Albuquermodern; Highlands, close In.
que,
N.
rosi mlrl.n. how to otAMa PfttottU, Itadfl murk.
on the 17th day of Sepgovernthe rouservHtlves have elected
New Mexico la in a fair way to bempjr nam, ,1r ., )M
COUNTRIES.
1908.
tember,
r
Pin-Hors of Santa Clara, Mntan.MH and
liuslntu direrl t'Uk WútUiitfUm mío tint.
come the center of the beet sugar InClaimant names as witnesses: Juan
A.
mtnnry ana l.n tut faltnl.
Oel Illo Provinces, the Miguellstas Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M,; Celso
dustry, not only of the west, but of
Pitmkind Infringement Practica Eiclunlvtly.
In
mmal
estate, muBANon,
Orlente
('amiiguay
and
provinces
M.;
of
Garcia,
Albuquorque,
N.
country.
whole
the
Juan
The first stop
Write or ormm to Mi at
noNisj. Loans.
anil the Znyalstas In Havana province, Gutierres, of Albuquerque,
N. M.;
att Htatt ttrMt. or VatM But, hint OaW,
jtowHrd this consummation haa been
.Hubert BaOOO, assistant secretary of Manuel Rael, of Albuquerque, N. M.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
112 H . Second.
completed hv the American Sugar RePhons 74.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
state, arrived here this morning and
201
and
fining company, which has purchased
Register.
after a conference with Governor
an Immense acreage in San Miguel
257 county,
took a special train to Santiago,
the future home of the sugar
Porch swings, $4.50. Albuqnenjne
whence he will proceed to Porto RJqo,
beet
The Denver Republican thua
MIR.
Journal Want Ads Set Results
, Planing
on a government veaael.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
Supervisor Rnscoe 0. WIIIboii. with
headquarters at Nogales, is In charge.
This forest Includes 644.395 acres.
The Kaibab national forest gets Its
j name from a plateau In Arlsona.
It Is
an Indian word meaning "mountain
lying down." This forest is administered by Acting Supervisor John H.
Clark, with headquarters at Kanab,
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OF

am

VTA

ew Titles Given in Redistrict- -

I

The Dixle natlonal

reeeivei

fori-8- t

,tH
from what was said to have
mg in
were uaretully Chosen beennam'
a negro name for New York, or
Manhattan island. The word originat-UQn '
thf
Fnractu
rUieSiy OerVICej
jed
New

York early in the nineteenth
developed Into a song, or
rather Into many songs, the refrains
usually containing the word. "Dixie,"
(Forest Service Bulletin.)
or "Dixie land." In the south Dixie
The changes of name which the 1s regarded as meaning the southern
national
forests underwent in the pro i8lHles the vor(1 bei"K supposed to be
cess of redisricting Just completed derived from "Mason and Dixon's
Line." which formerly divided the free
were by no means haphazard or arbi- and slave states. It Is said to hav
trary. The now names have been cho- first come into use there when Texas
sen on account of their Importance in joined the Union, and the negroes
local and national history, and they sang of It as Dixie. Southwestern
Ptnh was locnllv rnllerl "Dixit' Houn- wili serve for all time as reminders try." because of the similarity of Its
of the men and events characteristic climate to that the southeastern
of our progress from the pioneer days. Rtateii' Hnd because of the fact that In
ineicij - to read them is to trace the the early days this region produced
cotton for the use of the Mormon set- salient facts of western growth and tiers. This forest contains 1.091,120
development.
acres and lies partly in Arizona and
ufan- - The Arizona portion
The national forests in Arizona, with partly
the significance and derivation of Iheir "''s 'UMt nor,n of tlu' O rand Canyon,
ln Mohave county, and includes the
names are as follows:
The Apache national forest is named ''"Uthern portions of the Shiwttz and
from the Indian tribe. The word is Wnkatet plateaus, comprising the high
of Pima or Pajago Indian origin and timbi red regions Including and
"alien," that Is "enemy." This "WWldlng Mounts Dellenbaugh and
forest has an area of 1,304,320 acres j Trumbull. This forest is administered
and Is administered by Supervisor D. y AltlnS supervisor c. . Huddle
C, Martin,
with headquarters at with headquarters at St. George. Utah.
Springerville.
The Prescott national forest takes
from the ci,y of Prwcott'
The Chiricahua national forest re-,ceives its name from two Apache jwhion was namt'd for w- H- Prescott.
His most important
words meaning "great mountain." II ,,u' 'listotian.
Was named after a tribe
of North !wroks are "Tne Conquest of Mexico"
American Indians near the Gila 'river ana thi "Conqueat. Of Peru." While
was an undergraduate at Harvard,
They are included bv some writers
among the Oiteno, or Gila Apaches OIK of his ''y,s was lnJured by a nlece
This forest has an area of 466.497 ',)f br,'ad thrown by a tenow student,
in a short time ne bt,tame neally
acres and Is In charge of Acting Slip- Notwithstanding
this
ervisor Arthur H.Zachau, with head-- ! bllndback, he was able to make careful
at Douglas.
Coconino national forest was sean'h,s' princípilly in Spanish
the home of the Supal (Havasu- - tory' BOiPloylllf a reader and using a
Thlh torvtit ha
B',ei lul writl"R ta"
pal) Indian and was called
Sul,,,'-then- i
acresna" ly the Navajo Indians and from nn area of
the white man got the word vlsor C H' Hlnderer, with heudquar-"Coconluoat P"00- - ls
and applied it to the sec.
T,1" 8itgrnv,-national forest is
tion of the country occupied by the'
Supai Indians. The Navajo still calls ",anled for CnPtain Kitgruves of the
the SupaJ Vohanena" and often re- - l,"i,l d Statea army, one of the earli-fer- s
lo the forest by the same name. ,st American explorers in Arizona.
n
This forest contains 3.601.390 acres There is also a peak ln the state
This forest covers
visor F. C. W. Pooler, with head-- : ''d in his h,,noran area ot 51,840 acres, and 'is In
quarters at Flagstaff, has charge.
The Coronado national
forest In charge at Supervisor Alex. J. Mackay,
named for the Spanish explorer Vas-- ! witn headquarters at Bnowflake.
The Tonto national forest is named
quel de Coronado. Born, 1510; died.
1642. He passed up the entire length from the Tonto Apache Indians or the
of what Is now the state of Son,,,,. Pinal Coyotero, one of the
d,K"
Mexico, to the Gila river.
Crossing "f t,,e ut,ono ,rlbl'- Thfiy ar
rrom ,l,e P'nnleno or Tchlkun
this, he penetrated the country
yond the Little Colorado and visited and thl' whu'' Mountain Coyotero,
the famed cities of Cibola, mentioned Thi- - for,'Ht is 1,1 onW of Supervisor
at
hy Cabete de Vaca and De Niza. From W. H. Heed, with hcadquurters
Clliola. Coronado travelled eastward, Roosvelt.
As new forests are created It is the
visiting several towns similar to the
existing villages of the Pueblo Indians, intention of the Forest Service to n.ime
till he reached the Hlo Grande, and them so as to perpetuate the names
from there travelled 300 leagues to of men and events prominently conQuivira. the ruins of which are well nected with the history and developknown, being near Uat. 34 N.. about ment of the western country.
170 miles from Bl Paso.
. .
There he
"SJ
found a tempera,,, climate, with good
X
water and an abundance of fruit. The ..,.,,, Senator Vilas, it Is said. 'Is
were clothed in skins. On his ly to remain In a precarious condition
way back In March,
,142, Coronado for several months, with the outcome
His right side Is still
fell from his horse at Tlquez. near the uncertain.
Rio Glande, and Is said to have be- paralyzed and he remains speechless.
come Insane. The narrative of this
oris PRICES ARE AIAVAYB
expedition furnishes the first authentic
INTERESTING,
account of the buffalo and the great Flexible Sham Holders
20c
plains of Mexico. This forest covers Leather holsters for 32 and
an area of 966. 3R6 acres, and Is in
30c
38 cal. revolvers
charge Of Supervisor H. J Selkirk. 122 cal. cartridges
15c
wun Headquarters at benson.
OBo
'Shot gun hags
The Garces national forest derives jteo lamps, you see them adver- its name from an early Spanish ex-$2.00
thwd in all the magazines
plorer and priest who travelled up the pioneer milk, per can
10c
Colorado In 1776. He explored Call- - Horse Shoe tobacco
4Sc
fornla and his Indefatigable zeal caus-- 1 4 b. can of Cottolene
50c
Si renewed Interest to be felt In the!
TH10 HASM
WM. KIF.KK. Prop.
northern interior and In the conver-- 1
BlOfl of the Gila and Moqui Indians ,
2ii K011II1 First Street.
in
Oentury;
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Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE

AND

Glass, Cement, Wall Paper and Rex Flintkote Roofing.

i

Ill
Albuquerque, New Mexict

North First Street.

THE ROMERO AD SIGN COMPANY
PICTORIAL
ADVERTISING

SIGNS

"EVERY SIGN
A

SALESMAN"

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE SIGN SHOP
IN

THE CITY

OEflCC AND STUDIO 405 W. Central

PHONE 461
The Way

It's Done

a

Ov ; am bar tnn a fir turad M omr
own tnliU, from tbi Dick at thi but
body of timbar la th anuth wait,

to th raport of th jot ra
merit' ax parta. A larga itook of dry
pruca dimension on haart
Wby not buy tka but whaa It la aa
fbaap aa the
hr klnda
--

Lumber Co
MBER Rio Grande
,'..,.
lit ami

TELLS UNIVERSITY WILL

I

HOW HE ROPED

I.

I

Maruun

McCormick Line of Implements i
IS

E WORK

Cowboy Mayor of Omaha Says PROMISING YEAR BEFORE
INSTITUTION ON HILL
He Has Been Fighting for
Nebraskan Fifteen Years and
Building Improvements
Are
Will Keep It Up,

rAABE

Two
Progressing Rapidly;
Have Become
Professors

Mayor James C. Dahlman. known us
the "cowboy mayor" of Omaha. Neb.,
Benedicts,
personal representative of William J.
Bryan In the Denver convention, memAlthough the extensive impiovi'- ber of the national democratic comments on the campus of the University
mittee, and the man who roped W. J. of New Mexico will not be completed
Bryan on board the steamer at .Ww for some time yet, arrangements have
York as he was returning from his trip been made so that the regular work
around the world, is in El Paso, the of the fall semester will begin promptguest of K. 8. Newman, for whom he ly on August 17, one week from Monday.
All necessary recitation rooms
worked years ago as a cowboy on will be ready for use ut that time.
ranches in Wyoming and Nebraska.
The University looks forward to the
The El Paso Herald says of the most successful and the most Inspiring
year's work in its history. The beginvisitor:
Mayor Dahlman Is interested In a ning of the winter semester will see
ranch in Mexico and left this morning completed some of the most important
after paying a visit to the El Paso city improvements ever undertaken on the
of
council, as he Is interested in the com- campus, notably the "Pueblo-izing- "
mission form of municipal govern- Die main building, which is already
ment, and Incidentally, while on busi- beginning to take shape and will like
ness, he took advantage of the oppor- ly be finished late iu the fall. The
tunity to Investígate this form of ad- Pueblo effect of this building is alministration of city affairs.
ready easily seen and It will Oe massSpeaking of the national democratic ive and Imposing in appearance when
campaign. Mayor Dahlman remarked the coat of rubble Is ap.died.
that he had been with Bryan in his The increasing use of the office hae
fight for fifteen years: that he had made necessary larger quarters. The
started in when he was young and had room formerly occupied by the Normal
been with him ever since.
classes has been turned Into an office
Asked concerning Bryan's chances now made the president's private
this year, the Omaha mayor said:
faculty room. The old office ls
"I believe they are good. I believe
he is going to win. We realize that to flee.
President Tight ls very much ocovercome the heavy republican majorities In some of the states is going cupied with the various improvements
to take an awful fight, but we believe In progress on the campus. Work Is
being pushed on the new Assembly
we are going to do it this time."
Hull between the main building and
Candidate for Governor.
Mayor Dahlman is now In the field the fountain.
Professor John D. Clarke who left
for the office of governor. Concerning
this campaign he said that Governor last spring a single man, has brought
Sheldon (republican) Is a very fine hack a bride, who will he a valuable
man, and that he Is going to be a hard addition to the University life. Pro
man to beat. He remarked that three lessor and Mrs. Clark are living in
candidates for governor are out on the the Landis cottage near the campus
democratic ticket, and after the fight
Professor Angelí and family will reto determine the nominee there will turn on Wednesday of this week. They
be the fight to carry the state.
In will live ln the city.
this connection be remarked that the
Students who enter after the first
democrat! expect to carry the stale ,,f week will be required lo pay the late
Nebraska for Bryan and that they then registration fe,. of one dollar.
will have a chance to elect a demoIt Is to be honed that no student
cratic governor.
will decide to wait till after the IrriIjissocs llrynn on Boat.
"Yes,
us the man that lassoed gation Congress to begin his classes
Bryan." he said in answer to a query, Six good weeks of work will be done
and continuing, he related the circum- before that time.
Professor Steplian, soon after he was
stances. Mayor Dahlman was chairman of the committee of NVbraskans appointed, since the close of last year,
that went to New York on a special as Instructor lu Qerman, announced
to met Bryan Aft he wa
returning his marriage on August 6. Professor
Mrs. Steplian will arrive this
from his trio around the world.
The party secured permission from week.
the president to hoard the big ship at
quarantine before the health officers.
Bryan was standing on the upper deck,
and Dahlman on the lower with a ropo
In his hand.
While Bryan was making a speech he stood behind a guy
rope that worried the cowboy mayor,
as he could not get a good throw at
WILL
Bryan to get him to turn so he would
clear the rope, and as he did so Dahlman threw the lariat as true as though
In a roping contest and the rope fell
over Bryan's shoulder.
OF BEAUTY
Uragha as He Recalls Incident,
"If I had missed I certainly would
have taken the next train out of the
city," he said as he laughed in reHandsome and Valuable Soucalling the Incident.
Mayor Dahlman then said the ron.
of the Exposition
venir
ing started as a Joke. Somebody who
...
..
II,,- -.
.mm
'
nays
"
eariy
met him
Most Attractive Thing of the
in New York and presented him with
a rope. The Nebraska delegation was
Kind Even Gotten Out,
In the city two or three days
before
Bryan arrived, and newspaper men
were present when the rope was preSecretary 11.
Twitchcll of the
sented
The cowboy mayor said he Hoard of Control of the Irrigation
nn not know what he would do with a congress has received samples of the
rope In New York unless it was to delegate
and souvenir badges of the
rope Bryan with
His remark
was congress and exposition
They are
.overheard, and for two days the pa-- !
pers were full of stories about the the handsomest things of the kind
cowboy mayor of Omaha going to rope ever Issued since the congress was
Bryan, and to make good Mayor Dahl- organized, the design and execution
being conceived by Col. Twltchell.
man carried the Joke through.
The delegate .badge Is finished In
This morning he said he was never
much of a roper, but while he had not red. white and blue enamel, oxydlred
done any of It In a long lime he be- silver and burnished gold, t'ndcr the
lieved he could throw a lasso Just as words, "Sixteenth National Irrigation
true today as he could In the early Congress, Albuquerque, N. M., September, 1908," and at the top Is the coat
days when he was on the plains.
,if arms of New Mexico. Beneath this
VT BK SKPARATKD.
the figure of a Mexican girl with broad
sombrero appears, pouring from a vesMini,
Some
riii,- - IVoiilr,
Hnvo sel, wutcr upon the map of New MexLawmad i
ico, upon which Is traced In relief the
;( iui r Both.
Backache and kidney ache are twin course of the principal rivers with the
brothers.
principal towns indicated. Depending
You can't separate them.
from this by two tiny chains is the IrAnd you can't Ret rife or the back- rigation congress
medal. "Science blda
ache until you cure the kldnoy ache. the Desert Drink." The word "DeleIf the kldncyi are well and atrona; gate" appears on a background of red
the real of the syatcin Ih pretty aun enamel.
to be In vigorous health.
The souvenir badgfc Is similar, except
Doan's Kidney pille mako strong,
the word "Souvenir" appears In
that
healthy kidneys.
Mrs. Frank Ray, of 318 Ba:a Ave.. place of "Delegate" and the medal Is
of oxydlxerl silver Instead of gold.
Albuquerque. N. ,M .. snya:
"Doan'l The souvenir badge entitles the
Kidney pills were first brought to my
attention about . four years ugo while holder to a reserved seat In the visiliving In Helena, Mont.. Mr. Ray had tors' section of the Convention hall
been troubled for some time with at- at any lime during the congress.
tacks of severe pains In his back, and
he used them with the most satisfacAttention. Asthma Sufferer-- :
tory results. The good opinion hi
Foley's Honey and Tar will give Imthen formed of Doan'i Kidney Pills mediate relief to asthma sufferers and
has strengthened with timo as other has cured many cases that had refused
appeals made to them have alwayi to yield to other treatment.
Foley's
brought relief and proved that they Honey and Tar Is the best remedy for
be
depended upon not only to ra. coughs, colds and all thoat and lung
can
move backache but to give relief from trouble. Contains no harmful drugs.
all rheumatic pains. .We always mean
H. O'RIelly Co.
t, keep a supply of Doan'rt Kidney J.
Pills on hand to have in caao of need,
NOTICE.
and whenever wo hear one complainSummer
The
Mountain
ing of any symptoms of kidney trou- road has changadOarden on
handi and has bean
ble advise the ua of Doan'i Kidney thoroughly overhauled
and cleaned
Pills."
and from now on it will be run aa a
Por sain by all dealers. Price 60 summer resort. It Ii the cooleit and
cents.
Co., Buffalo, shadleit place In town. We cater to the
New York, sole agenta for the United beit of, trade only, loafing and rowdy-Uve,
Ii not allowed.
Arthur
States
manager.
Remember the name Doan'i and
take no other.
If you profeaa to be In favor of
good government fiM Bernalillo counGet
Results! ty, prove
Journal Want Ads
it todaV' by your vote. AcTry a Morning Journal Want! tions speak louder than worda.
Aft-
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VWITE US ABOUT
MACHINERY.
WK AHK THE FA KM MACHINKItY
AND WAGON PEOPLE.

J. KORBER & CO.
SANTA FK TIME TABLE.

PIPE-CLEANIN-

212

K Second St

G.

DAVIS & ZEARING
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of-an- (J

CONGRESS

THE BEST

MOWERS
GRAIN BINDERS
HAY RAKES
BALING PRESSES

AUGUST 17

BRYAN

i

RETAIL LUMBER.
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Cal. Bxpreei. .
13:10p 1:0
Limited
No. 7, North. Cal. Fast Mall.. 10:61 p 12:46 a
N". t, El P. Max. City Kip . It :46 p 11:10
No.
Nn.

1,

Southern

t, California

From the

Wt

....

No. I, Chicago Fait Mall
No. 4, Chicago Limited
No. t, Clit. A Kan. CUy Slip.

Pero Valley Train

No. 11. Amarillo.
No.

11,

Roawell

1:11 a
6:60 p
1:4 P

ani

Carlibad
Fr ,m Carleoad.Roawall

tioU At

grnagua. cbw

Have the finest thing la the
oven lino for a gaa or (CasolUie
stove, tun and lot hi show them
to you.

Arrive. Depart
7:4tp 1:10 y

From the Kant

t

Weal

Price $2.25

1:11 a

l:Mp

7:10 p

repairing ls one of our specialties.
Making elbows and joints ls another.
We art expert
Plumbers ln all

a.nd

f:H

a

10:41 p
and Amarillo
branches nnd are noted for doing
From the South
No. 10. Chi.. Den. A fL C. Hz. .0:10 a 7:1 a good work thoroughly, in a reasonable
No. 10 connecta at t.amy with branch trato time, for a reasonable price.
We use
for Santa Fa and atopa at all local point! In only the best materials and employ
T. K. PURDT. Agent.
New Mexico.

Resolved that all orders for
supplies of any and all kinds
and far all purposes be marie out
on the regular requisition blank
of the Irrigation Congress pro- vlded for that purpose, and said
requisition must be slKned by
chairman of tho auditing com- mlttee, or in his absence by tin
acting chairman; that all hllN
incurred must be prope rly vouch
a ered before payment and audited
at any meeting of thi' auditing
committal, by tho chairman of
said committee, ur in his absence
by the actlnp chairman
W. S HOPEWELL,
"halrman.

only the most reliable help. We
should ho pleaded If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Job. Toil
won't regret It.

a
a

I

Secretary.

WK sfni
vol' BREAD
or rolls every morning or
jevenlng If you say so. No
Bpfd lo botber
about that
par', of the meal If you trust
to us. Just for a change
have us send oyu some of
our Dread Or rolls. We bake
them so perfectly that y )U
will see how uselch it Is to
waste time
and labor in
home taking with not nearly such line results,
PION FF.it BAKERY
1117
MmiIIi I'irsi at reel

If

you have not tried

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
you should order a
sample at once.

SPITZ.

Chairman Audit. Com.
P, A. MACPHERBON,
a
GEORGE ARNOT.

OUT OF TOWN ORDERS

PROMPTLY

FILLED.

THE

The Matthew Dairy
YAVAPA

i

a

a
a

R. E. TWITCHKIXi,
B

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company

COUNTY

TREASURE

Mft North .tril Street.
Office Phono MO. Farm
PlKine 1007.

DULU
for

COMPANY

FARR

Wholesale and Retail

AMI SALT MBAYI
a Sua laity
Cattle and Hoffi t ha Rlggaat Mar.
IN

VKI.HU

kaaaaa

let PricM

la

Pali.

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY

Nil

Handsome Illustrated Foldei
Issued by Commercial Club
Telling of Wealth and Resources of County,

WM.

Wholesale Merchants
Wool, Hide

Plumbing

w,n pa i Knotty:

i.as vydoa

CONSOLIDATED

SCIENTIFIC

and Pel ta

(specialty.

LIQUOR CO.

ftarmaaors

lo Mcllat A Kakis
aad Barhaebl A Olaaal
MIIOI.KMAI.K DBAJJiU IB

SANITARY

Connecting Ranges,
Steam Heating,
Gas, Water and
Sewage Plumbing.
All Work Guaranteed
P. A. SMITH,
909 N, 1st,
Phone 657

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
Wa hanilla aTarjrthln la our Una. Wr'u
Couiily,
the
"Yavapai
Arizonu.
for lllaairatad Catalnaua aai Prlaa Uat.
In daalara onlj.
laauail
Treasure Vault of the Southwest," Is
Talaphoaa 111
CORNBR FIIIBT BT. AND COPPMI AV
the title of a most nttruetlve folder
Issued by the Yavapai
Commercial
club of Pics ott, Arizona, copl.- -, :f
DRS.
&
which have been received for distribuDENTISTS.
tion by the Board of Control of the
Room 12 N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Irrigation congreso.
The folder has
sixty-twpages packed full of Infor
Phone 547.
mation about the Immeasurable min
reeral, agricultural
and timber
sources of the "Mother of Counties"
I.FATHFH AND FINDINU8
with Its 7,883 situare miles, larger than; HAHNFSS.
KIII.K3. PA1XT8. F rc B. H. BRIGGS & CO
the state of New Jcrtey, containing
408 West Central Ave.
mountain ranges from which millions
DRUGGISTS
of dollars worth of precious metals are
being taken. The folder is magnifi
AlamrsAa Pkarauay. Oar. SaM aaw I1,4
cently illustrated with views of tho FRANK A. STEPHENS RIlhlaaA I'aarnurj. Oar. Bart Oaataat MB
Braadwar.
mountains, mining camps, smelters
and reduction plants, cities, valleys,
Contractor and Builder
farms and llvo stock, it Is one of the
THIRD 8TR1. .
ail War atrtaOy rtrsMJiaai
finest bits of advertising ever issued
in the southwest and will doubtless
mMnm, III Kaat traa
II7
lie of vast benefit to the territory and
AU Kinds of Preti and Halt Meat!
to Yavapai county and Prescott,
aleatn Kauaage Factory.
WINIKUV SI. AlllCS
I 'Ml I. KI.I.INVVOItT
In atock and made to order, lowest
Masonic Hiiildlng, North Third Street
prices.
.Satisfaction guarantaed.
COMPTROLLER VETOES

COPP

PETTIT

o

Thos. F. Keleher

MEAT MARKET

Ku-trel-

LIQUIDATION PLANS
F.fforl of Citarles Morse to Iti'icahi
Control of North American .N-

Purnltun

Co.

ARTHUR E. WALKER
VENICE OF AMERICA

Finest Reach Resort in thi World
Rathlng, Roating. Fishing, Dancational a Failure.
ing dally, frea uncerta, ate.
Villar and Htingalows clean, cool
9.
New York, Apg.
Charles A and complete, $17.60 to lit. N par
Apply Villa Office. Venice.
month.
Ilanna receiver for the National Hank California
of North America, has made public
a letter from Thomas P. Kane, depu
ty and acting comptroller of the cur- gain control of the bank of North
rency, instructing him to decline the America's anscts hy means of a plan
offer of funds made by the Assets which the acting comptroller of the
Realisation company which wished to currency has vetoed. As a consequence
pay off the bank's depositors In full of the decision taken by the acting
!
It
In controller,
with Interest. The receiver
is now regarded
aa
structed to proceed with the liquldl- - probable that the Wall street exchange building In which the Hank of
tlon of the hank.
Charles W. Morse was chiefly In- North America haa Ita offices, will he
strumental in oraanlilng the Asiet sold by the receiver to aatiufy the
Keallzatlon company, anti hop-- " to re- - cliimi of the I'tealtori.

Fire InauraBcf.

.
miliuiitjC
317 H Wnet Central
abmoi-MMob-

Secretary MataaJ
numa)

NOTICHa
AltF. VOI! JOINU TO Kfj PASO TO
VISIT OK IX) SHOP?
IF SO, THK
(HAND ( I.VrKAl, HOTKIi IS THK
PliACF, TO STOP. IN THK HEART

OI'

I

VKRYTIIINO.

FROM UNION
50O TO $2.00,

FODR HMH'KS

STATION.

RATF.S

KI'ltOPKAN PLAN.
KTHFirr I AltS PASS TO AND FROM
I F. POT.
W. M. M ov, PltOFKIK- -

TOR

A full line of Loaded Shot
Gun Shells at Mcintosh Hard-

ware Co.'s,

THE ALBUQUERQUE
w -

mi...
HPiqwrqif

morning Journal
by Ik

rabilaba

Journal Publishing Co.
Praald.nt
B1lt..r
Cltj Bailor
Builnaai Manaa.r

IV A. MAfTHERiOJ
W. 8. Ml KKK
H B. HBSINU
D 8. BOl'i.'HER

Bntarad

at
u Mcoad rim aattarandar
at Albuqurqu. N.

Boetofflca
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MOIMM) JOIHNAI. IS THR
LRAIHMi RKrtHI.H'AN I'Al'KK OF NEW

gflauco,

those in charge of
the campaign knew how to do It. The
duts of explaining thi character and
purpw of today' election ha hern
élRchRPjb.é1 failhfull.v and
earnestly,
and the whole matter is now up to
the people. If the friend of Rood
gnscrnmcnt wi'l take (he lime and
trouble t go to the poll and record
their verdict, everything will be well,
and the affair of the county will remain in the hands of men roo believe that public office Is a public,
truat to he administered in the interest of the public, but othrrwlse the
old regime will be restored to power
and it I not necesaarv to tell any
cltleen of the county what ihat means.
Com,

biptortim thk prim ipi.fi

OP THE RKPl BL1CAN PARTY ALL THE
TUf K, AMI THE MKTHOIM OF THE HI- PARTI WHSH THEI
PVBLICAM

MR

(I
o
ct
d

o
C

ti
n
.

t

Mr

well

Ma

Mil it VOTE

.MAY

lK

IDK IT.

Ko one seriously
tbaa any "that papar ta
doubt the fact
Tb oelj papar la New Bailee thai a very large proportion
of the
ay
a the Jar
erar
republicans of Bernalillo county are
earnestly opposed to the llilbhell form
TRa Mornlat oaraal baa a nlatier
ta aa of cOUnt) government, and at an orrallas thaa ta erterda
bar papar a Altiaqaamcr m aa, other dinary election,
after a campaign of
Sally la New Mailea." Tba AawHeaa
papar lrert..r
Ih" usual length, there would not be
the shadow of a doubt about the reHWOHN OmCtXATION.
sult. Hut this is not an ordinary elecTerritory of New Mexlo.
tion. 'I Is an entirely new political
County of Bernalillo. aa.
dgt to the citizens of the county, and
D. 8. Buuehrr. arpeaririK before
and flrsi oelng duly aworn. at least one. half of them do not unhuslnea-manage- r
Senrtand It And the campaign ha
declarea and says that he
of The Journal PubHshlBg been so short--on- ly
four or live das
Company of AibBOBerque, New Mex-that it has been practically imposico, and that durlntf the month of sible
for the most of them to fully
April. 190. an average of 4.461 copier
Of The Albuquerque Morning Journal acquaint thsmsetvee with the details
And Ihat Is true not
were printed and circulated each day. of the situation
only of the country districts, but of
(Signed) D S. BOCCHrW.
Huslness Manager.
the cits precinct as well, a Rood
me, many of the people of
Torn and subscribed to before
the town do not
notary publ
in And for th- terri- know o.la
What
they
are going lo
tory and coiintv aforesaid, this 9tli
vole about, and such persons will lie
flap of May. 1908.
very nliahlo material in the hands of
(Signed) II N PACKBRT,
Notiiry Public.
unscrupulous men.
BOr lies.- reasons the contest Is to
OP Sl'BHt'RirTION.
TERM
be ver close, and if our people allow
Dally, by rarrlrr. oM tr nth
M themselves hi conclude that we liave
iminlh
Dally, by mall,
sin ii a big majority thai it is not
NKW MKXK'O
K
Al HI s)l r K
for us to pul oursalvea to any
Largar
Bw Mrilro.

a

je

MORNING JOURNAL,
1

The fumes or motor
car are the finest possible disinfectant, clearing the air of germs and
impurities, chastening the nose, but
protecting the health. Partially burned carbonized matter Is a fine antiseptic and the creosote vapor that
come from the motor are a health
Ionic and a hraccr.
And upon this the laaulsvlllc Courier-Journremarks:
The time mas conic svhen the public, ri cognising the remedial value of
the aroma of the motor car. will
inhale it a the patient at the
pine lands retreat inhales the reslnoue
odor of the unpolluted ssoods and
feeln the thrill of the renewal of his
vitality. The good old theory of the
physician who dosed
wKs
drastic
medicines svas that the worse the taste
the more efficacious the remedy. The
odor of the gasoline and crecíante vapors is not heliotrope, but it may be
If the London physician's
healthful.
theories are proven correct the pedestrian tnsy "strike" at it like a hungry
black bass gohbling n minimis, remembering the number on the tali of
the passing ear not to report the owner for exceeding the peed limit, but
to keep in mind the Identity of the
benefactor distributing Ihe most powerful germicide and health restorer
firiven

vehicles.

The nian svho Was hastened out of
the Hearst convention at Chicago for
naming llrsati. called on Ihe Fearless
Leader at Falrview, ihe other day,
and the Telegraph says:
"Mr. (Mhaofl broughl with htm a letter from Cyrus i Dovta of Watis Ule,
Me., who two sears ago,
svas the
democratic candidate (or governor of
that state In which it svas slated that
Maine would go democratic tills seat
by 10,000 majnrits." We fear
Ihat
Mr. Dasis' enthusiasm causes liini to
pit! the democratic majority in Maine
feu sotes loo high. lie seems to
think she Is going lor Bryan alter the
the result may manner In svhich the Went for Gov-ornnee-aarar-

MONDAY, JULY

month- - and his admirer are afraid Just sshat or why. Mr. Upbson Is also!
he has been lost. No reward for his apparently having an attack of "sec-.- ..
tnings at nignt."
recovery has been offered. Lordsburg

Liberal.

"THE most absolute gnJalrawBsl
shown to the regulars." -- 14 veiling I
Carlsbad ships all her peaches to instrument.
Colorado, receives, from J.i tf 73 cents
And Mr. Hubbell - "In no way,
above the market in lVuver and Culo-rud- shape or manner an IssU'? ID these
I
Springs, and cannot meet the primaries."
calls for more. It's a nesv kink, the
Idea of New Mexico supplying ColoMR. DOB0ON has discovered that
rado with fruit. But it only Indicate the precinct tickets arc marked "íor
the drift of the times. Rocky Ford Hubbell" and "against Hubbell." Thlsj
El appears the more outrageous when Ri
will be buying our melons next
Paso Herald.
is remembered that "Mr. Hubbell is'
not in any way, shape or manner an
i
o Trouble
issue In these primaries."
All.
:o:
According to an Arizona paper the
marriage c rcmony among the H0p
THE WAY the evening paper has'
Indians Is so easy it's a crime to stay injected Spies
into
the question!
single. The matter Is arranged hy shows that there is more than one,
the parents of the prospective brbi way of knifing a candidate.
The
and groom, and then the girl goes spectacle of the only original Andrews
to the home of the groom's parent' organ starting a boom for Spies lu
and grinds com lor them three sveeks (he county is one to make, the angels
while her Intended wBgVea her a sash
on.
Then at sunrise they duck their heads
in cold Watef. and live happily ever
THE EVENING Instrument, whi ii
Flagstaff Hem.
alte:
warmly approved the governor's a;i-- j
polntment on the harmony commls-- l
The Ball) Capture.
glon, Is nOW squealing in a heart-ren- d
thouThere must be some thirteen
ii?j
ing manner at the "unfairness"
sand, more or leas, detectives work- that commission in refusing to phMfei
ing on the French robbery case. A- the whole conduct of the primaries n.
lbuquerque, Helen
.
and San Marcial the hands of the Hubbcll-Stiick- b
sleuths have each captured them re- henchmen.
cently. The latest captured arc Isvo
negroes and a white woman at Snn
vVlLLARD PROTESTS vehemently,
Marcial. The suspicious circumstances thai the "regulars" are going to supWhich caused the arrest of this trio port Mr. Andrews. That is not the
Is the fact that they had some bagquestion, dearie. The question is,
gage at the depot. Baton Reporter. shall Mr. Hubbcll's "regulars"
have
Weil Take ( arc of It.
anything at all to do with the adminThe opposition interposed by min- istration of tile COBnty. The taxpaying men to the proposition to remove ers who remember the halcyon days
the mineral exhibit from tin- terri- of graii have a final opportunity
to
torial fair grounds lo Albuquerque for ssipe the notorious Hubbell gang oft
display during the Irrigation congress the board.
in Ihat city Is not surprising in the
light of past experience In sending
thk EVENING instrument's charmineral ixhihits away from the territory for exhibition. At th New Or- acterisation of Mr. Joshua a. Rey-by
as u "resident of Las Vegas"
leans exposition yeartl ago several noldsInteresting
instance of the gingerly
valuable private collections wen sent an
there, supposedly under the care of manner in Which that interesting publication handles the eternal verities.
a representative Ol the territory. SevMr. Raynolda has been
resident, a
enscore
lost
eral of these collections
propcrts
taxpayer
owner
heavj
and
tirely and others were robbed of their In Albuquerque
for neurly a quarter
Like treatment
choicest specimens,
of a century.
Waa the result at the Chicago expn-i-tioKxlllhits sent there were badly
bToweveXi Arlsons should OF DEEP INTEREST TO THE
damaged.
not neglect the opportunity presented
RIO GRANDE VALLEY
at the irrigation congreaa at Albuquerque to display a mineral exhibit:
San Ma rclal Standard,
there is ample time to provide one Is
Cochise county and the Douglas chamThe irrigation Congress
al Albu-- I
ber of Commerce and mines anil the querque, next month, should bo an
Hisbee board of trade should Join event of
deep interest to ovorybod)
hands in this work, "here ssill be a who lives in the Rio Orando valley.
large attendance of people at Albu- Thla congress ssill serve as a great
querque svith no other purpose than object lesson, showing wonderful
this
to gain information concerning
already actually obtained from
part of the West and Arizona should thai part of the valley nosv irrigated.
the great mineral What bus been accomplished along
see to It that
Wealth of this territory is properly those line in this part of the valley
displayed, not only ssith mineral speci- is no more than a hint at the wonmens from the great properties now derful riches of this valley. What sve
producing, but ssith accompanying need Is n class of new farmers: rfuctl
s
printed Information to be distributed cltiaeBl s colonized Kansas:
to whoever wants knowledge concernsvho are seeking homes, not
Bisbee Review.
ing our resource.
mere existence.
A
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Youman's

For Sale

Derby

Relinquishment on 160
acres of land with $1000
worth of improvements.

j

The EXCLUSIVE FALL
STYLES ARE NOW
ON DISPLAY

RIO GRANDE VALLEY LAND

COMPANY
Office

DAI LI-:- Agent,
Gold Avs."""
.

iliird and

PRICE

$5.00
PRICE
Maloy's

THE BEST DRESSERS
OF NEW YORK ARE
WEARING THEM.

We have everything you

need for preserving.

See Them
in our

THE BEST FRUIT.
FRESH EVERY MORNING

Second Street
Window

sizes of Fruit Jars, Jelly
Glasses, Parafine, Rubbers.

All

THE VERY BEST CANE
SUGAR.

New Goods
Every Day
Watch our

A. J.

Displays

Maloy

514 West Central Ave.
Phone 72.

i

E. L. Washburn
Company

ts

home-seeker-

Also

JOHN Hour.

j

(

Bargains
in residence property and
city lots.
snap.

A

.

Inconvenience ghoul It,
be fatal to the cause of good governKent.
ment in the counts.
At best, the reIs going to In close
Record-Heral- d
Those on the
The
of Chicago
The poli of the primary election sult
other side have been making a light urges that it is the duty of a city to
precountry
In
the
today.
".ill open
for Ufe, and when the earnestness of et the eXRtnple of cleanliness.
Ami
cinct at II o'clocK a. m and In the desperation at met hy a spirit Of In- the San Francisco
ChroMlcle
adds:
city preclncU st i p. m.
difference and Inertia, it doe not i tj "That roc without saying. Filthy
Ii i too late now for any newe- B prophet to foresee the result.
streets are very apt to make housepRpei argument ls have much effect
keeper Indifferent, it M hard to
A 1)1 i Y AM) A PRIVILEGE.
upon th- nsult
make the average man see that Ills
Nearl all the voter of the county
bach yard should be kept in batter
i.ast Saturday (day before y ester
who understand the situation have
trim
than the thoroughfares
upon
ihe people of Chicago enjoyed
before this das
made up their mhldi
which hi spends th most of his worktin
xame
privilege
that the people of ing
time as to which side Hu ir tympBhours."
tht'-are oB, bin it is possible that all this county will have today, thai Is.
Hie
tins
ni.
open
test
first
of
the
the
do not yet full) realize the fact Hint
Tin Brooklyn Eagle believes thai
the contest I" going to depend in a primary, and the only difference be- the demand for publicity In the matter
very great measure robu which aide tween their ORBS and our svus in the of subscriptions to campaign funds, by
Fact that their teat was made under
shows the greater energy and activity the lass
of
of the state, while ours Is to greatly diminishing the volume
In biinging out Its voting strength.
to
be m ad. under terms mutually agreed money to be expended, ssill tend
And. as we, all know, that is the upon by ihe contending
the
of
spellbinder,
the
elimination
factions,
and
faction, Which
long suit." of the Hubbell
to all intents
and purpose whose efforts have hitherto been rewhile too many on the other side are ought to have the force of lass. And warded on a per 'Hem hais, which,
XCUAc for
always able to llnd son
however, has noi hindered Mm from
In an editorial referring to the situaHot going t Hie polls.
asking for recognition alter success
Record-Heration in Chicago the
But they ought to make this tlm. says:
has been achieved.
an exception, and turn OBI for their
"It Is the day when the first test
on n good as well u for the good of i to be given lo the nesv
If those ss ho Rre opposed lo
the
direct prir the old regime permit
tio puhlii
Peetoratk
i
law
It
das on which we
the
máis
y
short memory are lo discover what can be accom- - themselves to be o
The man has a ve-al tin
the
pOllg tOdR& tin s will have no chance
conditions pushed through
who can a 04 recall
taw
inthat primary
which existed In this county when ward getting better men In office and to charge it io crookedness In the
mu.
trusts the votara will
in
hands
ere
the
our public affairs
securing better government for ihe conduct of the election) because the support DOB80K
Ihe regular ticket. This Is
Whole machinéis is in the bunds "f
of the faction which is now seeking slate and all Its mutilcipalltiea
definition of
iin- Iiohson
natural
l
regain conliol. ami tin man who
"The Opportunity that romes to the ineq who cannot be BWervad from do- regular is "Hubbell."
ha- - not forgotten should go and cast voter
Is the opportunity to make the ing right.
bis vote, even though n be not entire-I- ) primary law a success, to make It so
THK ONLY KIND Of harmony that
Mr, Bryan
propose
to ask in his will content our cantankerous
convenient, rather than take the ttong an agency for good that the
little
lth Ihe,
"L'o the peo- friend Wlllard la harmony
tlsk of being "cinched" again.
politicians of the worse types who are speech of acceptance;
i
Ami the Chicago Record-Heral- d people left out.
'o com- now attempting to sneak past Its ple rule-.'it win do but little k
answers; Those svho remain
plain about the ruiamansgeinsnt of barriera or even nullify It hy strong-arm- ''
mu DOtiHON allucv reeíingly to
our public affairs, if b) our negligent i
methods sviu be dlscourased tor ass as" frOffl primaries certainly do lila nuts as a ttepuu.ua ii. ma uuiyu
not
or Indifference we open (In Wa) lo all tim to come.
as a
Hllbbellite ssmild be more1
Mil h mismanagement
"if a11 the votara turn out. thi' pri
apropos.
A
man of Ule muñe of Peeler and
mary lass will work excellently and
l
i
HI I M i ls
vi o
THK KVKMXi; Instrument's "exihe nortsBMMi will be overwhelmed. another of tlie name of union are can"Ever) voter who stays assay from didates for the legislature In Texas. posure" search light has the fatal
ol IhrossiiiK linlit both ways.
The rnited Stales is not the oni Un nos hv neglect or Indifference An exchange thinks: They ought to
:o:
If
in will five the Spoilsmen the opening be able lo shosv great strength
having a deficit
country which
Tin-- ;
EVENING Instrument has
tin y can agree to do team work,
revenues this e.u. although, as the Hies are looking for."
Vegas Optic to Mr.
now sold the
Sun Francisco Chronicle a.vs. it probAnd the situation Is exactly
the
Kaynolds.
As i lightning sales agent
It
Is
right
good
all
say
and
to
that the
ands la the only countr) which hai ac- Same In Bernalillo counts
There are
Instrument take- - the pink ribbon.
cumulated surplus to make good the enough of the frbuids of good govern you are opposed to Ihe restoration of
:o:
defied Japan Is in Mnancliil hot wat- ment In the county to carry the day the on) regime in our county affairs,
IN ALL MR. Sttickler's ma.e of exer and the German receipt for the If they will come out and vote, but but the only was lo make Ihat senti- cited verbiage, there has been no deflrat quarter or tin budget year base If they fall to ga their duty aa clll- - ment count s to put it into the ballot nial of Ihe fact that he is working tól
get Don Francisco back on Ihe throne.
box
lesa than Ule eatl- been $14. H1,
len. the other party will win.
to.
If
a
continued,
de.
rnate. which means.
if the cBvae of good govsrnsnenl
MR. DOBHON thinks there is aj
,000, which
Belt fot the se.u- of (4 J,
s i:iM(. OMI'MtlSON
(hall be defested the responsibility mysterious plot on foot somewhere to
la more atrlnus
oi Herman) than our
do aomethtng awful lie doesn't knossWill rest solely Upon those who
a
ggg.OOil.O
leflllt is for lis. It would
Mr Taft's letter of acceptance conbe
to
to
cause,
ftieudls
the
but
be inore . i loin even If we had no tained It.tga words, and It Is said
urplus lo fall back on
There are that Mr Brjan's forthcoming letter have not sufficient Interest in It to
!o o the polls.
aome Important cosolflee which have will contain almost as many
In compeace
linoof
even
regular deficit
parison with these
utterThe onlv menace to the cause of
I'aually tlila results largely from In- - ance put the letter o Abraham LinRood ro eminent In the conteal today
enterprises
in
productive
coln in which he accepted the nomisemienis
will be os e r co ii lid nee the danger
which are expected in time to make nation in I K(a Here it
in full:
that so many will think, 'there ssill
good but may not do so Or, If they
Springfield. III.. May 23. Igggi
be enough without me."
do. their ri'Venue ma la- absorbed by
Sir
i accept tin. nomination tenover
the convention
some new war debt Germany I one dered m
Tin only duty now remaining to
of tin' thrifty countrlet and. aa in all which sou presided, and of which I
the rienda of good os eminent la to
am
except
I'nlted
In
formally
apprised
of
tin
the
letter
countries
other
get out Ihe vote. I,.t that be done
Mates, her government plan to hase yourself mid others, acting as a
all th. rest ssill do Itself
of the convention for that pur- and
revenue and expenditure balance each
pose.
other aa nearly aa pogslble This year
Aftaf you have soled, take siifflelenl
The decIs tat log of principles
and Interest in the DRUSí to ace that your
a loan will apparently be neteaar)
your m ighhor
which accompany
If all the expenditure authorised are sentiment
does not forget to sote.
meets' my approval; and It shall
letter
Incurred.
b
my care not to violate or disregard
Ui base a hlg Rssortniettl of shoes.
II It) any part
suitable for imt weather, sUiich skI I
1)1
II
Imploring tin- assistance of Divine
consider extra goial sallies ami we
Cios iilence, and with due regard In
ssimt lo -- ill lliitn.
The result of today's work Will de
w ho were
the
siew..
feelings
and
of
all
upon
whether
pend almoal entirely
to ih
I he
In represented in ins convention
That's what we bought
friends of good government
right of all the states and territories
go
polls
county
the
and
sole.
to
Ihla
them for.
Inor alas si home Thoae of our side and people of the nailon: to the
violability of the constitution; and to
In this cnnleat have a lare majority
Words of ladnta.
You need MM bus unless yon think
Ihe perpetual union, harmony
and
of the vote of the county, hut vote prosperll)
The eyas of a man Kinking for H
they air worth the price to sou.
I sm most happy i
all
of
wife real longer on the him svho can
Ihat are not put Into the hox alwaya eo operate
Hilt uc nuil sou lo liHik nl them
for the practical success of manufacture A pic
nnsssas.
count on the other aide owlni to
than on one whose
tha principles declared by (he con- long suit l piano thumping. - Bisbee
various reason the difficulty of get vention
Review,
ting out our vote at Ihla lime and tin
i Tour obliged friend and
fellow clll-ethe existing circumstances, la ao
A MhiniMK fcarrnUoa,
A. MNCOIA.
grest that the heat Judge of political
An exchange sus- - thai a Columbus, I Men s CRBVBS MbSca and oxfords.
condition agree that the reault la go- Ohio,
man raved hia life by clinging
I
$1.50.
AIIK
AN (EUM KII.I.KIth
ins to be very rloae. and for that MOilllt
to a mule'a tal.. To thla atatement
regaon every man In town who real
we might add thai the graveyards are. Mea' vid Kid. calf and Paicnl
A LSBRBB physician whose
"anony-mil- )
Colt MlxS'a nod Oxford- ise what Ihe present contra! mean
'
full of men who ism. tried thla
i
preserved."
as
London
th
In
Mint failed
Flagstaff Item.
lo the cause of good government
$2, $2.50, $3, $3.50, $4.
i ort. spondent
of the New York Tlmee od
hia
the county should regard II
puts It, soys thst the recent reduction
WOMSBBB Canvas, Vid KUI or I'M.
Imperative duly to vole, even though In the mortsllty
ltet A statesman.
Rid Mlioea and Oxford
in Ihe British
rsle
Csn hii person tell what haa he-- i
It may cost him some
link lm
metrópoli is directly traceable to lb come or frank Beach? II may be re-- !
$2. $2.50. $3, $3.50
$1.50.
,,, K
t,, tn poll, since it
lessening of horse (raffle snd th In- memhiod that Mr. tleaoh wa
I He
Hlliiera
great
House and nr.
very
mor
Women'"
deal
may coat him a
creased USP of motor enrs, motor SSI olid III. ml..
(
(he celébrale. I
$3
$2.50,
ei
hidslivery
bte
wnsoun,
$2.
.
nil
$1.50.
do.
motor
co
motor Inmletn team in Ihe Ihi legisla i hi
$1.10.
i:
i
ik ha bean , fumliuie sans and other gaaollne- - He haa not been heard from In mans
All Ihe pialimiiiai)
t
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DON'T let your printing bother you! Make it
a source of profit let it represent you Your
business demands the BEST printing We do
only that kind of printing.

your printing is costing you too much
money if you have had delays in the delivery of your orders if you are not satisfied with the
"other fellow" We wan't you to either phone us or call
at our office and see what we CAN and WILL do.
You can obviate all possibility of delay or dissatisfaction by having us print your Letter Heads, Bill Heads,
Envelopes, Cards, Record Sheets, Sale Sheets, Memo
Sheets, Credit Slips, Sale Books, ,Loose Leaf Sheets
Card System forms, in fact everything for the office.
Also Briefs, Abstracts, Legal Forms of all kinds, Mining
Forms, Railroad Forms, Booklets, Pamphlets, Folders,
Coupon Books, Tickets, Window Cards, Circulars, Posters, Hangers, etc., etc.
We can furnish you with ideas and designs for special advertising matter, and do the printing of ANYTHING you want or could possibly need, no matter what
See us or phone us before you place your orders for
Printing and you will find you have made a good investment by having us do your work, s
If

THE
ALBUQUERQUE
MORNING JOURNAL
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

lip

delegation representing the tute who
will go there tomorrow Includes Senators
Messrs.
Klklns and tfcotl,
Swisher and Kerr and representative
Gained.
The Taft party will leave
here at 8:30 in the morning by train
and will reach Hot Springs by noon.
Mr. Taft had an opportunity to rest
today and he made the most of It.
With Mrs. Taft he attended the ser-- 1
vices at the Kplseopal chapel and
High listened to a sermon by Bishop Per- -

KILLED IH

M

WRECK

MORNING JOURNAL,

MONDAY, JULY 10,

Journal tendal IfMl WI.J
Toledo, Aug. 9. When an automobile plunged over a steep embankment on the Mltchael road two and
a half miles west of Sylvania this afta
ernoon Charles W. Pholmann,
Wealthy Cleveland merchant
tallar,
and Father George Vahey, pastor of
St. ColumbiU'B parish, Cleveland, were
Instantly killed. Mrs. Charles Pohl-manher daughter Florence and F.
C. Dletzel, a Cleveland dentist, were
In the nturing car, but escaped Injury.
The automobile landed al the bot
tom of an embankment button sido
up.
The priest's head was crushed
between the odge of the car nnd
huge stone.
Mr, Pohlmann, who was driving the
machine, was entangled In the steering gear, the wheel crushing his chest.
Death came to father Vahey Instantly and Mr. Pohlman lived less than
a minute. Pohlmann's neck was probably broken.
The party left Cleveland Saturday
afternoon and spent the night In Fremont. They arrived in Toledo ut 10
o'clock today and (topped at tnü home
of J. J. Malone.
The scene of the accident wus at
the Kly bridge, across Ten Mile creek.
About twenty feet west of the bridge
Is a deep hole In the middle of
the
road stretching nearly across it. The
hole was full of water and Just after
crossing the bridge Mr. Rohltiiuun
guided Ills machine over to the left
side to avoid the hole. The sides of
the embankment at that point are
lined with shrubbery and small trees
and the party did not realize that
these concealed a steep embankment.
The front wheel ot the machine
went over the edge as the rear wheels
struck the edge of the hole in the
road. The Jumping of the rear wheels
In the hole tosned the machine over
the embankment.

I Br Moralng

VICTIMS BOTH WEU,
KNOWN' CEEVEHANl) PEOPLE
Cleveland, Aug. 9. Rev. George J.
Vahey, who, with Charles W. Pohlmann, was killed In the automobile
accident near Sylvania, was one of
the best known priests In the slate.
Ten years ago he took charge of St.
Columblll'i parish, une of the largest
and most fashionable parishes in the

city.

Mr. Pohlmann was a tailor 4f years
old
A ten days' auto trip through
Canada had been planned by Mr.

Pohlmann.
King Knhvurd to Meet Kaisers.
Aug.
King fcjdjHMfAUMi
leave tomorrow afternoon onTTils "annual visit to Marlenbad, where he will
rest after his long and arduous social
duties during one of the most strenuous seasons London has witnessed in
years.
Exceptional Interest is taken In the
trip, as King Edward will meet Emperor William at Cronburg, Prussia.
Tuesday, and Emperor Francis Joseph
of lschl, Austria, Wednesday, on the
way to his favorite watering place.
King F.dward's aim, it is believed,
Is tu endeavor to convince the (ierman
and Austrian emperors that the British policy Is not aimed at the Injury
of any other power.
London,

H

RIVAL FACTIONS SEEK

SUPPORT OF TAFT
National Standard Rearer ppealctl to
hi West Virginia Republican
Squabble.
Morning Journal Nvaolal Leaatd Wlral
White Sulphur Springs, Va., Aug. 9.
In
The acute republican problem
Went Virginia Is to be made the subject of n conference at Hot Springs
when William H. Taft reaches there
tomorrow. Both the Swisher and
Hcheer factions will be represented.
Swisher Is the regular republican nominee for governor and Hcheer Is running for the, same office at the head
of an Independent republican faction,
Each wing mad. application for the
national
support of the republican
committee and the pilgrimage to Mr.
Taft's headquarters Is for the purpose
of getting a decision.
Efforts have been mnde by each
faction while Mr. Taft has been here
to get him to Identify himself with
one side or fhe other, but he llHS
positively refufed to become involved.
The matter of campaign arrangements for Weat Virginia is one which
omen under the Jurisdiction of Frank
Hitchcock, who Is expected to reach
Hot Springs early In the week. The
Hv

platform.

"That speech Is weak and
he declared, "but li esfact, and that Is the re
publicans have beat a retreat and that
they are on the defensive."
Feeling fatigued from his long Journey, Mr. Clayton determined to postpone his visit to Mr. Hryan until tomorrow. The whole of today was
spent by Mr. Hryan resting. It So
happened that the pastors of both
the churches at Falrvlew, where Mr
Hryan and his family usually attend
services, and the Second Presbyterian
church In Lincoln sere absent from
their charges today, and consequently
lie remained at home
The family,
however. Indulged In their lllble read-
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AEROPLANE WARM WELCOME FOR DESEEN

WRIGHT

FLEEI IN NEW

PRAISED IN PARIS
.

.

the outing.

I By

.

Morning Journal flaaclal

ROOSEVELT

Laaood Wire. I
press unites in

Paris. Aug. 9. The
spontaneous praise of Wilbur Wright's!
performance with his aeroplane Sat- - A U 111

LEGATION ATTACHE IN
TROUBLE Al LOS ANGELES

wi

ui I.' iii. iii

ii.i

uiiu

e

expresses the opinion that even In
this short Might It was undoubtedly
(troven that the Wright brothers are
the leaders iri aerial navigation.
The aeroplane Is perhaps summed
up by the Figaro, which declared that
it was not a success, but u triumph,
adding: "This decisive victory creates
a revolution In the scientific world."
M. Hlerlot the monoplanisi frankly admits thai the Wright machine la
far superior to anything yet Invented.
Mr. Wright told
the Associated
Press today that he was even embarrassed yesterday by an absence of

Nephew by Marriage of Attorney lien-erHonn parte Spends Night

In Jail.
AlejanLos Angeles. Cal., Aug.S.
dro Garland, who claims tu be sec
retary of the Peruvian legation at
Washington, who with Mrs. Louise
Garland, was arrested Saturday on a
en arare or disturbing
the peace, was
released on bail today furnished by
Antonio Lozano, Mexican consul In
Los Angeles.
The troubles of .the Garlands began
Thursday over smoe letters salt to
have been received by Mrs. Garland,
prominent in Washington public life.
When taken to the central police station, Mrs. Garland gave $50 cash bail
for herself, but refused to assist her
husband, who remained In Jail overnight. As there is no Peruvian representative In Los Angeles, Señor Lozano furnished bail for the young man.
Garland was very reticent In regard
to the true reasons for the trouble
with his wife. He said: "I shall
nothing that migh injure her reputation in nnv wav or cause her pain
(Olí Is a niece of
Attorney General
Bonaparte and well known in the east
leI was seeretnrv of the Pem-vhgation In Washington UJII1 Mav n yea'-agwhen 1 SH sltaneipjed owing In
A
"n altercation with Colonel Chart
Edwards, In which
was stabbed "

Republican Governor Renominated With Plurality of Elev
Hopkins for
en Thousand;

Senator.

ADDRESS

a Sptíl TV NoteS VüSt
provement in Work of Sailoi-me-

ti a

i , .

'

IN

Chicago. Aug. 10. At 2:30 o'clock
this morning complete returns from
88 counties out of 102 in the stale
give for the republican nomination for
governor: Dciiocii. 181, '.09. Yates.
170.255. giving Doñeen a plurality
from returns at hand of 11,254.
counties give for the republican senatorial endorsement: Hopkins.

n

as Result of Experience
During Cruise,

Kiigh-ty-elg-

llljr Moraine Journal Annua Laaaad Wire. 117,822;
--Cloudy
,
Aug.
Auckland, N. Z
weather greeted the landing today of

Mason,

Foss. 90.709:

The fact that he had performed no
work of any kind today,
but had
lounged mound the house getting a
much needed rest was commented upon by the democratic nominee.
feel very well." he said.
"I never
felt better In my life," he continued,
and he looked that way.
to
Mr. Pryan is looking forward
the Isit of Chairman Mack with a
great deal of anticipation. The coli-- 1
lerence is expected tu develop much
of interest.

i

71,055.

J
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I
Admiral Sperry, coiiiinitnder-ln-ch- i.
GLftYTONSEESGINGH
of the United States Atlantic fleet and
NO PROSPECT FOR PEACE
his officers to receive official Well',, me
IN CANADIAN LABOR WAR
to Australian waters at the hand ot
prime minister Sir Joseph George
FOR BRYAN
wind.
Ward on behalf of the government.
Montreal, Aug. I, Both sides in the
On this point Mr. Hlerlot said .Mr. The landing was made at the newly
of the Canadian Pacific employes
strike
Wright's aeroplane will tly in the wind erected ijuay at the foot of Queen
here eeetn to have settled down to'a
at the "beck and will of the operator." streets, the principal tffhlfoughfsre at
long fight. So far as known there has
The sole criticism of the experts Is1 the shore end of which an elaborately Chairman of Denver Convenbeen no overtures for settlement.
that It would take u long Unte to
decorated stand had beep erected tor
Work is being carried on at tin- Ihops
to tly the Wright machine, uud that the reception.
Optimistic Concerning with reduced forces.
Grouped about the
tion
the French aeroplanes are superior in prime minister were the members of
View ot the fact that they have wheels
Candidacy of the Democratic
the cabinet an representativo of vari
t ma a nic tion
with which they can atari anywhere ous towns, boroughs and county ills
not LIKRI.V TO-- hi ixviii.vi ii
Standard Bearers
without the help of rails. On the oth trlcts of the dominion.
Toronto, Aug. I, There Is no proser Hand, Francois fcyrvy. writing in
crowds
thron red theiy
Immense
method of! Street anil the varan. las and roofs ofiBj Mi. ruing Journiil Hoerlal laitud H Ire.V pect of an immediate strike of either
the Auto, declares tin
railway brotherhoods in Sympathy
launching the Wright aeroplane, even hOUSefl adjacent were moving massgl
Falrvlew, Lincoln, Aug. J. Enthu- with the mechanics union of the
it It Is uwwkwar.l,
possesses great of humanity.
siastic over the prospects of democrat- Canadian Pacific railway It In under,
qualities in rapidity, alld therefore It
It was a great roceptl .n and unsloo.l
thai trainmen under their
ot the greatest value from a militai v bounded enthusiasm prevailed, In his ic success In November, Representanr. bound to give the comstandpoint.
address-siJoseph eulogised President tive Henry 1). Clayton of Alabama. agreement
pany thirty days notice before going
M. M. Archdeacon Blerlot, i lasnh r Roosevelt h h representing
the hesl Chairman of the committee on noti- on strike.
and ens, all experts:, viewed the Might traditions Of the common blood of fication of W. J, Hryan of his nominaA dispatch from Winnipeg says thai
of Mr. Wright's mm hliie unci are of clvil'zntlon.
In
Ho then pre", nted to tion for the presidency, arrived
throughout the west the Can. nil in I'a
the opinion Unit the advantage of his Admiral Sperrv for Presl.'
INlOSe- - Lincoln today.
He was accompanied
machine lies In the fact that every v.it a decorated cold and stiver al'oi'n on the Journey from St. Louis by Dr. olflc was today preparing for a vlgOf- thing is utilized and nothing lost. This suitabtl? InacrltH d as n swuven'r .f the J. W. Mctiure of Sedaba. Mo., I mem- out effort to bleak the strike.
ret. - equally to the lifting surfac. ot Visit of the American fleet to N'.w ber of the committee.
Diuiish Printers on strike
aeroplane and its motor.
have every conZealand To Admiral Sperry Was giv"You can say that
SUCCEED theHart
Copenhagen. Aug. I. Owing to the
u. Herg of Philadelphia, man- en
beautifully Illuminated address fidence In the election of Hryan and typographers
ager lor the Wrights, says it is possi- of we lcome Inclose in a handsome Kern,"
and other employee In
said Mr. Clayton
offices here, exprinting
various
the
ble that Mr. Wright, instead of doing
"The whole sentiment of the coun- cept a few men engage! on socialist
casket of wood with an inlaid cover
lift y kilometers by Hying around and
haying a design enib'sinatlc of Now try is in that direction."
papera, having started u strike the
NAVY around a ra. e track, will soar high Zealand,
ALLISON
On the way to Lincoln from his employeri
have decided to declare a
over the city of l.emuns for a distance
home. Mr. (iuylon took oc- general
Alabama
The
American
command.!
lockout in all departments of
of fifteen kilometers and return to the in
to the prime minister, said casion to engage as many men In 0O1I" labor tomorrow. If a reconciliation Is
replying
track. Mr. Herg also says that the that no greeting would appeal more venation as he could as to, their poreached between the employers
Wrights have devised an arrangement
a majority of tint
strongly to President Roosevelt than litical views.
i found
the men It Is expected that the
and
Of wheels which fold up during Might
I
talked for Hryan." newspapers here will suspend publicoming from a people small In those with whom
the same a birds' feet, which wil ob- that
said he. "I met many traveling m.-a fortnight.
cation for at
viate the necessity of the use of rail number, but treat in achievements.
He described Auckland harbor as ami only one declare! hlniseir out ami
lor starling the aeroplane.
republican
candidate."
for
the
magnificent and sate and as
lina
Disastrous Powder I'.xplosloil.
Mr. Clayton said that the
California Senator Expected toswMMER
any harbor In the Pacific, except that
reMadrid. Aug. 9. A dispatch
SAVED AS
not
were
much
democrats
of Sydney, and perhaps Manila.
Hadjoy.. Spain, says
ceived
here
from
See to It That Pacific Coast;
they
in the election because
Every faculty the commander might
DEATH DREW NEAR
persons were killed today In
Intended to vote the democratic tick- that nine explosion of powder,
desire was to he had here.
which
violent
Interests Are Properly Pro- -j
"Hut," he declared, "the
et anyway,
In his address of welcome on bedestroyed practically the whole local
Swim I lie half of the citizens of New Zealand. men who have nut heretofore voted
Daring
Tries
to
Scotsman
tty.
tected,
Vlinosl perishes in
Narrow Sea
Lord I'lunk. tt the governor, said that for Bryan, but who propose to do so
enyear,
are
ones
who
arc
Attempt.
the
this
King Edward and President RooseA Boston man says: "Mr. Taft Is the
By Morning Journal Special Leaaad ivtie.l
velt wen- honored, nut because of thusiastic."
Pnlnngenltus
Stellntus. of the present
Chairman Clayton criticised Judge
Dover, Eng., Aug. I. - In an attempt th. ir positions, but for tin- noble work
Washington. Aug. s. With Sen
And everybody In
huv- - year of our Lord."
n el James they
speech
acceptance
sv.
of
for
to
Im
Tafl's
English
han
the
w
v
doing
for
had
done
and
ator Perkins as chairman of the senChicago
what
dodged
Boston
hflf
that menns
knows
said,
the
itw- - thT-lits
"in,
f,,,
fmmaiiTty
Jlftlf,
countries
committer--o,.,,
tfltttii KtTatis. as
.,,,,. ,,,,, ,,,
.,
Sperry', In reply,- dwelt on the
concede he will become through thehat nearly cost him hs life. Leaving great work In the furtherance of the
committee changes, which will result! the English coast Saturday night he peace of the world that is being done
from the death of Senator Allison ivas within three miles of France, nfler by Oreat Britain find America and on
having been in the water fourteen
the Pacific coast will be given a pie hours. Although he was advised to the common Interests of the twoj
countries in the Pacific, which he desltlon of advantage and his probable five up the effort. Mearnis was
clared were growing In magnitude
Is favorably acc epted by "latent and labored until he became so dally
He said the meeting of the
his
one
of
that
attendants
exhausted
those who regard recent development
British and American lleets at AuckInto
a
Jump
to
li.nl
tug
do
In the Pacific a sof a nature to render aboard
land made for the maintenance of the
necessary the greatest watchfulness In: wnier fully dressed and support the. principle! of the Hague peace confer- once and Anglo-Saxothat quart- r. While the western coast swimmer until he could he rescued.
Interest.
has generally been given representa- After the ceremonies of welcoming
Tin- politician's Dream.
tlon on this Important senate commit- I
have had a pleasing vision of a coun- by the government, a procession wns
tee, It has never been awarded
the
formed, the route being through
try that Is fair,
place at the head of It.
Whi-rperson
is provided with Queen s.tre. t to Drill Hall, where Areach
That Senator Hale will leave tin
thur Mvers. the mayor, accorded Rear
an easy swivel chair;
committee with reluctance is under-- '
a public office where I Admiral Soerrv a ivic welcome.
be
will
Then
It
is
sides,
n
quite
hut
stood On all
In
an Interview todny Admiral
Ver may remain
that he will yield to wha; It Is
weurning
Sperry
so
long
said the cruise of the fleet
have
been
and
that
believed will be the almost general
a
from San Francisco had effected
and so oft have run in vain;
demand that he transfer the center
I have seen
il waiting on great improvement In the active work
Of his Committee operations
to the! In a vision
that splendid shore
of the men. The economy used In coalwhere!
committee on appropriations,
he has so long been Senator Allison's Where no Bamuel ever gosspere and ing made possible trips hitherto not
Eugene V. debs no more.
possible and tie could now steam from
He will then he per- first lieutenant.
Honolulu to Sydney without coaling.
mltted. If he so desires, to retain Ills!
membership in the naval committee There will In- no civil service system The admiral added that splendid rebarring me away,
IN
sults had been attulned In tactical
and will prol.al.lv assume sec ond place
aye, work an.) gunnery during the cruise.
And my term will last forever
on that committee.
forever and a day.
The Maine senator will doubtless
The Dnlted Statef, repair ship PanThere will be no boss to levy his as- ther, and the tender Yankton arrived
continue to exert a conservative
sessments on the side,
In the work of the committee.
here today.
be And no henchmen wii upbraid me for
will also
In Senator Perkins
Rear Admira) Sperry's message to
my
provide;
to
failure
found a man of conservative tendency.
people of Australia, says:
the
No
reporters
impertinent
will be
He is. however, a staunch supporter1
years ago i visited Australia
"Forty
watching at my door
he
of all west coast Interests, and
away the most pleasant
ALL
may he depended upon to use the Where a Samuel never gompers and and carried
memories
V.
Eugene
no
more.
debs
proper
extent
committee to the fullest
At"The officers nnd men of the
Within his power., lis the chairman to
ex- promote hose Interests and Pacific There will he no labor question bob- lantlc fleet keenly a pprrciatcd this ac-- 1
eepllonal opportunity fot a better
bing up in each campaign,
coast from any hostile encroachments
shall no former trouble with some qaslntance with the people of N'. w
c
In the
region. He will
Zealand and Australia to whom we
union to explain;
bring to the office the advantage of
Let Us Figure on Your Next
actual experience as a sailor as well; There will be no crooked counting of feel we are closely related find with
comIn
many
we
voles
the
been
whom
Interests
have
have
that
cait.
as that of a man Interested in speakNo Matter How Small or How Large
Ing, and will thus possess a technical All the troubles and expenses of cam- mon."
paigning will be past,
knowledge of questions coining before
Tlfton, fin., Aug !l Charlie Lokle,
the committee such as Is seldom found And I'll have such peace as nexer
politician hud before.
a negro boy about IH years old. was
In the senate.
Pacific coast residents
here regard his probable selection for Where no Samuel ever gompers and lynched here today for making InsultEugene V. debs no more.
ing remarks to a young white womthis Important nost as most oppor8. e. Riser, in Record-Heralan of this place.
tune In view of oriental conditions.
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trans-Pacifi-

We Will Always Treat You Right

d.

MILES Sol

Located on the Belen

Cut-O- ff

of the A. T. & S. F. Railway

1

11

OK AI.Ul'QUKK(UE,

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
U) California
WhUSh with an elegant Harvey lining House, a commodious IfpQt, mall and eprea
The Santa Ee Hallway Company lias here the lamest terminal Hriln on Its system from Chicago
for eighteen stalls; traeka'tí accommodate 1,080 cars. The lota offered for Hale adjoin the depot grounds MM Harvey Eating llouae; street graded, sidewalk laid out; shade treeta, etc.
THE PRICES OF UtTS ARE LOW; TEHMS EASY.

ONE-THIH-

CASH: HAI.ANCE ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE

FROM ONE TO TWO YEARS AT

8

office;

PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT, WARRANTY

roiindhouae

REIMS OI VEN

WRITE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS
JOHN II

I

President.

ACCIDENT
Saves Woman and Girl fiom
Death

Beneath

Overturned

Carriage.
.! Wlra l
Morniiw Joiirnxl Sp4al I
San Luis obispo. Cal., Aug. 9.
Judge Alton II. Parker of New York,
brought first aid yesterday afternoon
in what was almost a fatal runaway.
While A U. Mills, wife and daughter
of ibis city, and David AllVer, a school
director of San Francisco, and daughter, were riding in a surrey, the leant
became frightened at an approaching
automobile and ran away. The surrey
was overturned and Mr. Oliver and
daughter and Miss Mills were caught
Mills
Mis
Mrs. and
underneath.
thrown clear of the tangle, but
Mr Mills gtabbed the reins and after
the surrey hud been dragged HMi yards
with Its pinioned captives succee le
In checking the runuway team licit
as Judge Parker and Delaney Nlcoi'.
also of New York, whirled up the roa
In an automobile.
Almost before
the machine was
Stopped Judge Parker leaped from
the tonnenu and was tugging with
Mr. Mills at the horses' bits.
The
animals were brought to u stands!..
and the three
of thw recked SUrTey
were liberated, bru'
ad lacerated.
All w. re out In Judge Parker's a'l
toinobl'le and taken to the Mills home
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NEW MEXICO, ON THE MAIN MNF. OP THE SANTA VV. SYSTEM LEADING EAST AMU WEST PROM CHICAOO, K NSS CITY AM) UALVESTON
TO BAM KHANt ISl'O ANI OM MEXICO.
BELEN
TO WNSITE
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT.-W- IDE
AVENUES AND STREETS
THE
OWNS
THE BELEN T0WNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY
a
HottSM
Churches,
Commcrrlal Club, Mercantile Stores 'if all classes, Patent Holler Mills, a Winery, the
Helen New Mexico, lien 111 the valley of the Itlo Orande. It lian fine shade trees and a beautiful lake, School
Itriek Yard, two Lumber YardH. etc, etc, cte.
o m Hotel Helen, with all modem improvements; rewlnurant.
ALL FAST
LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO

i

RUNAWAY

I

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
TlllltTY-OY-

IF

i

PERI

PIKER HERO

--

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO
BEIiEN IS

JUDGE

ings.

111"!

(

Inadequate."
IN tablished
one

VICTOR

ILLINOIS

Touring Car Plunges Over
Frenchmen Admit American In
kin.
ventor' s Craft is a Marvel of
Bank; Priest and Cleveland
in the visit to White Sulphur;
Springs Mr. Taft said he had been
Sci&ntific Ingenuity.
Business Man the Victims,
able to get a complete diversion from
PRIME. MINISTER LAUDS
his political work and correspondence:
and that he had enjoyed

1908.

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

WM. M. IIEHGEH,

Secretary.

For the third lime in his political
career, William .1. I'ryan will be
on Wednesday of Ills nomination
(or the presidency of the I'nlted Stat
by the democratic party
It will lie
the chief political event of the week.
The notification ceremonies will tukc
place on the grounds of the state cup!-tut Lincoln, Nib., and will be attended by J. W. Kern. Mr. Hryan k
running mate: Norman K. Mack,
chairman of the democratic comm
members of the notification committee, and many other proiiiiiien;
Congressman Henry 1).
democrats
Clayton, who was chairman of the
which place. i
convention at Denver,
Mr. Hryan In nomination, will deliver
flunotification committee in the
evening.
Chairman Mack plans to leave Ch!
cago for UnCOln enrly In the weet-- .
Immed'a ily after a meeting of th!
f
various heads of the
the democratic national committee, at
which tentative plans for the
will be formulated.
Chairman Hitchcock of the republican collimltlee expects to remullí 111
New York until
Tuesday evenln,
when he wi l leave for Hot BpfiflU
Vh., to consult with .lu. Ice Tuft
H
will return to New York the latter
part of the week
Many N w Kiii'land democratic
leudéis are SXpSOtSd to meet III Button, Tuesday In response to a cull
by Alexander Troup of New
ple'iilelll of the N. w Kngl'i id
democratic progressive leiiKiie, for n
meeting of the five presidents and
members of the executive ronimllt
of tits laflgMs to consider the politice
situation In N. w England.
lloth the .N'. w York republican an
w.ll
democratic
stale convention
meet during the week in New York
City to Ax a time and place for tinkling their respective nominating conventions.
will h i:.l
Tennessee republicans
l heir state
convention In Nashville,
Wednesday
Boston will entertain
during iIim
we.-the .seventh national conventl n
of the American Federation of Cal.-Oll- o
societies, which will be a not! 'I
religious gathering. The national
of the CgthOtIC total Abstinence union will open Weduesduy In
ol

n.-palgn

I'll-ven- ,

1

w Haven, Conn.
The grand aerie fraternal order o'
BaglSS will met in Seattle. Was. i .

N.

Tussdgy, In annual convention.
Inter-stal- e
Tin- Commercial
Travelers
prosperity congress will be held
lu N. w York cliy, Friday and Saturday, under the auspices of the Travelers Protective association, and Ilia
UnKsd Commercial Travelers.
The travelers are endeavoring to
promote ii feeling of confidence and
optimism throughout Hie country.
Saturday has been set aside by t he
Women's league of New York state
as "prosperity day," when employer
will In- urged to Increase the number
-

of tln lr employes.
A

SNAKE STORY FROM
SIERRA COUNTY

'

(HnSbOfO Advocate!
(leo. and Chas. McKlnley retorned
last Friday from I'alomus hot springs
where the latter took a course of
baths for rheumatism, (leo. was not
afflicted with any particular ailment,
he only went ulong to keep his brother company, but he brought back the
biggest snuke story, notwithstanding
Hie fact (hill prohibition prevails
St
the springs, tlrorge sayn thst a few
days before he started for home, two
young men while riding In the hills,
encountered n herd of rattlesnake
traveling westward and thst the
young men u'tacked the bunch and
killed 101 of the reptiles. The unak.i
were of all lengths nnd lies. Oeorge
has recorded his papers assorting the
truthfulness Of the story
A full line of Loaded Shot
Gun Shells at Mcintosh Hard-

ware Co.'s.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

8

to the city last night
from Cleveland. O., to which place she
accompanied the remains of her hus-- i
band, who died in Albuquerque sev-- I
TUB OLOBHT a!D UMIR ttWMIMJ HUCU IN KW SUDUOO
eral weeks ago.
ROCK ALWAYS COMPLETE ANT) NEW
E. E. Ball, division civil engineer:
WE'LL BBFAIB THEM
BND IN VOOB WATCHES.
V. C Proctor, superintendent of bridge
N.
8.
QlKKIriC
AI.BI
RmL
II
construction, and Supl. E. J. Gibson
were among the Santa Fe official
with headquarters In Wlnslow who;
spent yesterday In the city.
Mrs. Bdward Chaves, accompanied;
Private Ambulance.
by her sons. Ambrosio and Max. has,
Office Strong Block, Second
left for Los Angeles and other Pacific
ami Copper.
coast points, where she will spend six
.
urin e 75. Real.
'months visiting. Mrs. Chaves Is the)
l lice 506.
wife of Edward Chaven, the South
Bupt. Fair lew and Santa
Second street merchant.
Barbara Orwtwle.
Theodore W. Carter and ohn L.I
Hurnslile, prominent clilzens of Silver
City, were here yesterday on business
Mr Hurnslde is vice president of the
Silver City Savings bank, and Mr. Car-- :
SKATING RINK
OF INTEREST ter Is cashier and treasurer of that
ITEMS
LOCAL
Robbie's Pn
The Artist's labeiliani-e- ,
concern.
itm. nú- - I '.mi of i Dream. One perv
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Win go and;
lonaMKa tail rfimmf nrtag B:M p. in.
Capt. and Mrs. A. S. Brooks, residents
B
ahonld
nt
thai roa
in tba
of Kl Paso, were visitors In the city)
raoatva your minima papar lUph'M
yesterday,
after spending several;
tha PORTAL TEI.BURAPH OO.
and tba
log your nam and
.weeks fishing on the Pecos.
The
papar will ba dallvarrd by a iparlal
Wingos ware former residents of Al-- 1
Tba talapbuna la N. It.
aaaaaancar.
buquerque. The party left for their
homes in the Pass City last night,
Forecast.
A xpei'inl train carrying the Nation-- !
Washington, Auk. M. New Mexico al Association of Life I 'nderwiiters
local
and Arlsona- ral r in south;
is scheduled to arrive In Albuquerque
shower iii north portions, Monday at noun tomorrow. Tin- ihtty-Apas-- ;
ami Tuesday!
si ngers on the train are en route from
New York to Los Angeles and are:
breaking a few speed records en route.!
Insure in the Occidental Ufe
(in The special consists of a baggage CAT
Charles' K. Dofl Is ill the Olt
and three standard Pullmans.
tntatneai frota santa Fe.
The Savoy cafe, newly opened In
S. Neustuelt. postmaster at Lux Lu
tin- Bavoy
and under the
nar, i pent yesterday flatting in th. management building
of Mrs, Prank Delaney.l
n '
an exncrienreil caterer
j
....
.
nn.l u..fl- I. I'W --III ,large
numiier oi Sunday diners yes- rieinV. V... ii
tinSan Jose Market.
terdny. The menu was excellent and
it Wean ot MandeU'i clothing the service- could not be Improved upstore and C. II. Stanton left yesterday on. "Music while you eat" Is a pleasing feature of the Savoy
dinners,
morning Tor Clevis, .V. M.
are
6 to 8 dally.
which
served
from
at
the.
Home dressed spring ducks
Two
houses were
Ran Jose Market today.
present
nt the Colombo last night and
Morning.
Afternoon and Evening
ArUlttl H. Jleyn of the American witnessed one of
picthe best
Session-- .
Mot Popo lar l nanee
Lumber company has returned from a ture programs seen in themoving
citv The
incut Place in ICtJT.
short trip to Las Vegas.
bucking Morses and bareback broncho
fudge i bai les K. Lobdell of Lamed. busting. Australian ranch life scenes,
Ian entertaining feature iiim. wen- - well
Kan
arrived from the south
morning and jtp.-nthe day
and will be repeated tonight.
A partial chungc of dims and
here.
new
Thomas Reward, general agent for songs will he made tonight and a very
Insurance gOOQ program Is promised.
the Mutual Benefit Life
OOmpany, Is reported seriously III at
The mining picture and Illustrated
Phone 471.
song program changes at the Crystal
his home.
A. :. Wells, general manager of the today and runs until Thursday, when
Santa K- coasi lines, with headquar- another complete changevill be made.
visitor In Something exceptionally Interesting is
ters In Los Angeles, was
promised In the two new reels of films
the city yesterday.
which go on the boards today. "A
7
Miss Hannah V. Moore of j: South Woman's Sacrifice," the pretty
fourth street bus left for Denver, drama which is being staged by little
the
where she will visit with friends for talented actresses.
Misses Oliver and
eve ral week!
Martelle. hus made a most pronounced
.1
W. lvshazo of Wellington, Tex., hit. Thii clover vaudeville stunt will
is a guest for u day or two of
remain on the bill until Thursday aft-- '
.1
Upon that day the Crystal
If, Bollle of this city, who formerly ernoon.
held I pastorate .it Wellington.
management promises one of the
O. A. Ai'pln. manager of the local most clever vaudeville bills thai has
office of the Singer Sewing Machine been put on here und expects record
company, returned last night from a breaking houses.
"Two Brothers of the a. a. it." a
buslneaa trio to Baton ami Trinidad.
filarles A. Murtón, one of th. lino- -- beautiful film, was shown at the
type
"n me Morning out- skating rink in the hange of program
wnicn was made at that popula
Dalí has left for his home in Louiswhere he wHI spend sev- amusement place last night. The Him,
ville. Ky
which is a real work of art. should
eral weeks visiting.
prove exceptionally Interesting to the
represented
wei!
was
Albuquerque
Grand Army veterans and no old solAugust 6 to 12.
al the big tiesta ff San Lorenzo at dier in the city should
opmiss
Bernalillo yesierday, the program for portunity of seeing it. it is athe
sentiADELLAH
the big event I nc Hiding races and oth- mental story, full of love and pathos.
er sport and amusements.
"Hobble's Pet Rat," a comic film!
Whirlwind Tumhler.
M C. Price, mother of Robert screamingly
Mr.
humorous
throughout:
I tie r.nd
of a Dream" and "The Art
OLIVER and MARTELLt
ist's Inheritance," all excellent films,
Dramatic Sketch
were also shown. The new songs
Wert, Tell lf Will My Dream Come
Artists.
True" and "The House Where I was
Born ." This entire program will be
New Pictures and Songs
Work is
repeated tonight and tomorrow night.
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it Price, returned
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GEO.W. HICKOX COMPANY

Bargains in Hats

'

Delivering

H. STRONG

(F.

Director
Embalmer
Assistant

all

Goods
y"rlIAT a great many of

A

Albuquer-1- L

que' representative business men
untl Individuals continue to transfer their bank accounts to the State
National is ample evidence that "The
OH Reliable" Is delivering the goods.
Confidently believing we can make
the connection mutually profitable, we
would like to have VOIR account,
feeling assured our splendid facilities
will In every way meet the requirements of the must discriminating
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have quite a few lots of broken sizes and styles
new and up to date shapes, which we want to close
out at bargain prices.

At $2.00at
Hats which sold

line of nobby Soft

$3 and $3.50.

ALL SHAPES AND COLORS.

At $2.50

an assortment of Knox Hats, formerly $3.50 and
$4.00 Good styles.

Quite

At $3.00

Ve

Some nice Stetson Hats in late shapes
Worth $4.00 and $4.50

The State
National Bank

to close out.
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Hubbs Laundry Co.
"Our

Monday and Thursday.

Best"

Right to Italian

Jealousy

HOMICIDE

Under "live dollars for live days,'' sentences,
up against him in the official
stood To Be Cause of Deadly marked
police register, is again in the limealone
Shooting Affray Yesterday, light. Yeste rday evening Carlos,
out of
of

Woman

and

(Sporlid

III. mo. li lo tba Morula

Journal.
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Santa Fe, N. M .. August ft. With a
bullet hole In his left shonlcier and his
head gashed by one of the same deadly
missiles. Professor A. Ramirez, leader
of Ln Banda di BaífU V and member of the Ramirez Symphony Quintette, survived this afternoon what
was apparently a deliberate and almost successful attempt at murder.
Robert Montoya and his wife. Maggie
Montoya, were arrested charged with
the attempt on the life of Ramirez
and released later on bond. Jealousy
of Mrs. Montoya is understood to he
the underlying cause of the
near-traged-
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Waiter's Jaw

EUROPEANS CRITICISE
AMERICAN CONSTITUTION

single-hande-

broke

the

At a large and enthusiastic meeting
of the colored voters of Albuiiuerqus,
held last night in the hall on North

reports

We can give you any size
you may like from little tiny
ones to the full size matured
ones. In the smooth variety and the wrinkled variety.

m

was still Third stree t, the- folloding resolutions
at liberty. Carlos has been in till were unanimously adapted;
jugsado so many times that he knows
"We as representatives of the color- - j
all the details of the dully routine.
voters of Albueiuerque, X. M., do
Among the other things, he knows hereby indorse the record of mir horj-- l
that at 6 o'clock, an Italian Walter, orable
W. H. Andrews at the
who Is employed by a restaurant last session of congress and do here
city
which has the contract with the
by recommend hla
and
for feeding prisoners, arrives at the
We are- thoroughly unanip
lack-Uwith a large tray of dishes in mously Opposed
to the retention nf
his hands. Carlos was in Jail for be- Frank A. Hubbe-l- l as head of the reing on his usual Saturday night publican organization In the county of
drunk and was planning how he could Bernalillo.
regain his freedom, When the pristhai tin"We further recommend
oner saw the Italian waiter coming proceedings of this meeting be pubtille-eWith edibles, lished In the daily papers
with the large tray,
AlbuheAs querque, X. M.
hit upon a happy scheme.
MOM as
the unsuspecting
Italian
(Signed)
ipened the jail door. Lopez knocked
"S. J. Howell.
'he tray out of the astonished wait
"W. L. Watklns,
city jail and at last

stock.
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OF HUBBELL

Enables Prisoner in City Jail
to Depart Hastily For the Pass Resolution Endorsing AnLong Pines.
drews and in Favor of Giving
Francisco the Grand Kibosh.
Carlos Lopes, with a number of

QUICKNESS ONLY AVERTS
INTENDED

PEAS

ENOUGH

NEW PACK now in
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SANTA FE

VOTERS

OF SOUPiCOLORED

Let us show you tha line and
give you the different prices.
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ALBUQUERQUE CASH

GROCERY CO.
HOMER H. WARD, Mgr.
SI 5 Marble Ave.
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